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Abstract
is thesis has two main purposes, studied across 6 case studies, using a mixed method approach and 

a cross-case analysis: 1) to discover how states regulate the internet from 2005 to 2012, and 2) to 

explore what implications these internet controls have on a state’s public sphere. e cases are 

Belarus, China, Egypt, Iran, Russia, and Syria. 

 Regulation, the !rst purpose, is studied through an analysis of internet control complexity 

and diversity. A framework of regulation was used to study diversity, where internet controls can be 

based in laws, markets, social norms, or architecture. A tripartite generational typology was used to 

show the degree of internet control complexity in states; !rst generation controls utilize 

architecturally-based denial, second generation controls provide legal and economic frameworks for 

information access control. ird generation controls compete with independently available 

information and increase surveillance capacities. Digitally-mediated collective action, media-

dependency, and how case state citizens use the internet to view themselves and their government are 

discussed to explore the internet’s implications on the public sphere.

 Results suggest states that have utilized only !rst and second generation controls re$ect 

public spheres that are in strong opposition to their respective regimes, as was found in the cases of 

Belarus and Syria. In the case of Egypt, where the complexity and diversity of internet control did 

not match the regime’s control of the physical public sphere, collective action came to a head in the 

Arab Spring. In Russia, China, and Iran, where third generation controls are seen, a state harnesses 

the strengths of the internet to increase its consolidation, through enhancing surveillance capacity, 

and regime legitimacy. ird generation controls have expanded socially normative regulations on 

the internet beyond self-censorship, to changing the direction of public discourse on the internet.

 

Keywords: ICT, collective action, social media revolution, democracy, internet !ltering
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Introduction
Great weight has been attached to the internet as a technology that breaks down barriers between 

peoples and regimes. In this thesis I argue the liberating potential of the internet has been overstated, 

and authoritarian states can utilize increasing internet adoption to their advantage. e United 

Nations has characterized the internet as a unique technology, on account of its “speed, worldwide 

reach, and relative anonymity”, which has “created fear amongst Governments and the powerful”.1  

Secretary of State Hilary Clinton espoused the promotion of internet access as an essential part of 

U.S. foreign policy, stating its role in “helping people discover new facts and making governments 

more accountable”.2  I contend the internets effects on liberalization are not as clear as they have been 

made out to be. Assuming the internet and democratization are positively related ignores 

sociopolitical contexts that affect a state’s public sphere much more.  e increasing global popularity 

of the internet has made this assumption all the more dangerous. In light of this, I set out to show 

that the way states con!gure their internet control schemes re$ect that state’s public sphere. 

 In this thesis, I challenge traditional notions of the internet’s liberating potential through a 

multi-method, multi-case study of six states. How governments have responded to the internet is the 

!rst half of my research question, where I classify the diversity and sophistication of each case state’s 

cyber regulation scheme during the second period of the internet, 2005 to 2012. Diversity of 

internet control is investigated through Lawrence Lessig’s Framework for Regulation, which states 

that the internet is constricted by four regulators: law, markets, architecture, and social norms.3 

Complexity is assessed through Ronald Deibert’s three generations of internet control. First 

generation controls rely on denying information through !ltering methods such as blacklists. Second 

generation controls extend informational denial through economic measures and legal frameworks. 

ird generation controls exist when governments compete with information on the internet, 

foregoing strategies of information denial for far more nuanced strategies.4

 e implications of these particular internet control schemes on political liberalization, the 

latter half of my research question, is analyzed using three theories. First, collective action, is 

1

1 Frank La Rue, Report of the Special Rapporteur on the Promotion and Protection of the Right to Freedom of Opinion Expression, Frank La 
Rue, vol. 17, General Distribution. (United Nations General Assembly, May 16, 2011). 7, 22

2 Hilary Clinton, “Remarks on Internet Freedom,” U.S. Department of State (2010): 1–9, Available: http://www.state.gov/secretary/
rm/2010/01/135519.htm.

3 L Lessig, Code: And Other Laws of Cyberspace, Version 2.0 (Basic Books, 2006) 121.

4 Ronald J Deibert, Access Controlled (e MIT Press, 2010).



analyzed through Etling, Faris, and Palfrey’s theory of digitally-mediated organization, outlined in 

Political change in the digital age: e fragility and promise of online organizing. Etling et al argue that 

types of internet-inspired mobilization that materialize – mobs, social movements, or civil society 

organization, re$ect a government’s stance towards its public sphere. e relationship between 

internet control and the public’s reliance on the internet as a source for information, is studied using 

Media Systems Dependency theory, authored by Ball-Rokeach and DeFleur. It shows that the 

internet is able to condition both a regime and its citizens. Because the internet is a source of 

information much like mass media, it produces cognitive, affective, and behavior changes in these 

groups.5  e !nal theory, mirror-holding and window-opening, by Catie Snow Bailard, is used to 

examine how internet control has affected the ability for a population to generate opinions of its 

government. Governments use constrictions available to them in regulators, at varying levels of 

sophistication, to alter how citizens can evaluate the regime vis-a-vis themselves, and other states.6 I 

have selected these three theories because they are designed for use in internet research, or mass 

media, and inter-disciplinary political research. ey are also compatible with what information I 

was seeking to gain from the sources of this study, namely records of internet-inspired events. 

 e omnipresent nature of the internet means it does not lend itself well to historical 

research. Sources are abundant, but their reliability, and veri!ability are the greatest challenge. is 

thesis uses a !lter to overcome the internet’s inherent ‘signal versus noise’ ratio. To collect the 

knowledge necessary to solve the research problem, sources are used as records of internet control 

events taking place in a state at a point in time.  To this end, I searched the archive of several large, 

global, news media outlets for a set of keywords that cast a wide net on the subject of the internet, 

yet produce minimal super$uous results. Information in these sources is used to con!rm the 

occurrence of internet control events, which I later sought specifying information for in less reliable 

source types such as blogs, or less search-friendly sources such as government document databases. 

Events were organized into timelines for each state, and each timeline was subdivided by regulator.7 I 

use statistics from the International Telecommunications Union to support the increase in internet 

usage in every case state during the period studied.

 Previous literature on the subject of the internet and democracy is techno-optimist, 

pessimist, or non-determinist. Techno-optimists such as Clay Shirky, author of Here Comes 

2

5 S J Ball-Rokeach and M L DeFleur, “A Dependency Model of Mass-Media Effects,” Communication Research 3.1 (1976): 3–21.

6 Catie Snow Bailard, “Testing the Internet's Effect on Democratic Satisfaction: A Multi-Methodological, Cross-National 
Approach,” Journal of Information Technology & Politics 9.2 (2012): 185–204.

7 e regulators are: law, market, architecture, and social norms.



Everybody, argue that increased internet use translates into greater political freedom.8  Some Western 

governments, such as the United States9  and Sweden also hold techno-optimist positions.10  Cyber-

pessimists assert the opposite; authoritarian states have harnessed the internet to increase their 

capacity for repression. Scholars of this view include Evgeny Morozov, author of the oft-cited Net 

Delusion.11  Non-determinists argue that context is more important than the internet in determining 

liberalization. Barbara Geddes and Marc Lynch both attribute the resilience of authoritarianism to 

combinations of social and political factors. Best and Wade12, as well as Jacob Groshek13, to which 

this study is most similar, use quantitative methods to show that the internet’s effect on democracy is 

subordinate to other factors, such as economic health. Impacts the internet has on liberalization are 

based in how a state regulates its public sphere, which is re$ected in internet control. e 

contextually dependent, non-determinist argument of this thesis states that the internet provides an 

ampli!cation effect. Societal issues and political upheavals that concern liberalization are all 

ampli!ed by the use of cyberspace. is thesis is able to present new results because expanding 

internet has allowed for the liberalization effects of the internet to be studied in the very context of 

its regulation, where global internet penetration was insufficient in the !rst period. In doing so, I also 

present a way to approach internet research in the historical discipline, which requires a greater focus 

on source usage than in other disciplines that also approach the topic.

Purpose Statement
e purpose of this case study is to develop the relationship between efforts to control the internet 

and forces of political liberalization in 6 case states. e states studied are Belarus, China, Egypt, 

Iran, Russia, and Syria. To accomplish this, the diversity and complexity of internet control is 

examined in each state. Restriction of the internet is de!ned within the framework for regulation, a 

3

8 Clay Shirky, Here Comes Everybody: e Power of Organizing Without Organizations, vol. Reprint. (Penguin Books, 2009).

9 Barack Obama, “In China, Obama Pushes for More Freedoms,” ed. Jim Lehrer (PBS, 16 Nov. 2009), Available: http://
www.pbs.org/newshour/bb/asia/july-dec09/china1_11-16.html?print 1/2.

10 Christian Christensen, “Discourses of Technology and Liberation: State Aid to Net Activists in an Era of ‘Twitter Revolutions’,” 
e Communication Review 14.3 (2011): 242.

11 Evgeny Morozov, e Net Delusion (Public Affairs, 2012).

12 M Best and K Wade, “e Internet and Democracy: Global catalyst or democratic dud?,” Berkman Center Research 
Publication2005-12 (2005).

13 Jacob Groshek, “e Democratic Effects of the Internet, 1994--2003: A Cross-National Inquiry of 152 Countries,” International 
Communication Gazette 71.3 (2009): 115–136.



construct that aids in the understanding of constriction, and a typology of generational internet 

controls. e framework consists of four regulators: law, market, social norms, and architecture. 

Sophistication in each regulator is described using a generational typology of internet constriction. 

 is study’s second aim is to explore how differing combinations of internet regulation and 

their complexity impact aspects of democratization. For this thesis, democratization is the process by 

which civil and political liberties are empowered, protected, or unimpeded by a regime. ese effects 

are manifested through how citizens organize, view themselves, their government, and explained 

using a set of theories. e theories used to pursue the second aim encompass collective organization, 

the coercive potential of the state, systems of media dependency, as well as the impact on window-

opening and mirror-holding. rough this research process, this study seeks to explain the 

interrelated nature of internet constriction, and how regulation of the internet can aid in 

consolidating authoritarian regimes through a re$ection of traditional controls on the physical public 

sphere.
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Abbreviations
CSOs: Civil Society Organizations

DDoS: Distributed Denial of Service (Attack)

FFR: framework for regulation

GFC: Great Firewall of China

ICT: internet communication technology

ISP: internet service provider

MENA: Middle East, North Africa

TLD: top-level domain

VPN: Virtual Private Network
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Literature Typology
Existing literature on the subject of the internet and democratization can be categorized into two 

broad types. Sources are either determinist or non-determinist. ese categories designate whether 

authors !nd that changes in government are directly related to ICT development, not at all, or that 

the relationship is inconclusive or not expressly discussed in the study. e two main categories are 

parents to important sub-classi!cations.

 Determinist literature can be techno-optimist or techno-pessimist. Techno-optimists assert 

that freedom of information is positively related to political liberalization. Authors of this position 

argue that attributing democratization or revolutions to the internet is overstating the liberating 

potential of information freedom. e labels of techno-optimism and pessimism are not my own, 

and these are also known as cyberutopianism and cyberpessisism, respectively.

 Non-determinism is a catch-all I have created for all other literature. Within this category 

there are authors that argue for a contextually dependent approach to studying the relationship 

between ICTs and democracy. Scholars that advocate this position believe that internet use and 

political freedom might be correlated, but that the internet ipso facto does not cause political 

liberalization. Factors such as regime type, the presence of ethnic con$ict, democratic experience, as 

well as a myriad of others are signi!cantly better predictors of regime change than the internet can 

ever be. Arguments for a contextually dependent approach to social media studies do not give as 

much credence to the strength of the internet in general as techno-determinists of either persuasion 

do. is thesis shall also put forth a contextually dependent argument, where how a state controls the 

internet– and to what degree– is a re$ection of how the regime constricts the public sphere at-large.

 Researchers that do not take a position on the issue of internet use and government are 

considered neutral in this thesis. is category is largely composed of theoretical pieces and studies 

not directly related to the internet and democracy. Authors in this category include Larry Lessig and 

Jean Lachapelle, whose works have contributed to the formation of this study’s theoretical 

framework.

6



e following chart illustrates this typology:

Literature Review
Scholarly debate on the internet, social media, and new technology as it pertains to politics is far 

from silent. Recent vents such as the Arab Spring, Occupy Wall Street, and the economic crises have 

inspired academia to explore the relationship between ICTs and governance. Studies on this 

relationship have taken utilized various methods such as case studies, ethnographies, quantitative 

analysis, and even meta-analyses14 . Previous research on this topic is largely composed of short-term 

studies, though long-term research on the topic does exist. Much of the scholarly debate has been 

devoted to exploring whether the internet causes political liberalization (determinism), or has no 

direct role in democracy (non-determinist).

Cyberoptimists
 Several authors argue that the internet contributes to democratization. e scholar Clay 

Shirky contends that the internet is by design a force for freedom because it removes the traditional 

Figure 1: Literature typology of internet research

7

14 Shelley Boulianne, “Does Internet Use Affect Engagement? A Meta-Analysis of Research,” Political Communication 26.2 (2009): 
193–211.



barriers to collective action. 15  During the 2009 Green Movement in Iran, Clay Shirky became 

central to generating hype behind the !rst supposed ICT-mediated revolution. Shirky espoused the 

role of social media, claiming that the 2009 movement was “it”:

e big one. is is the !rst revolution that has been catapulted onto a global stage 

and transformed by social media. I’ve been thinking a lot about the Chicago 

demonstrations of 1968 where they chanted “the whole world is watching.” Really, 

that wasn’t true then. But this time it’s true … and people throughout the world are 

not only listening but responding. ey’re engaging with individual participants, 

they’re passing on their messages to their friends, and they’re even providing 

detailed instructions to enable web proxies allowing Internet access that the 

authorities can’t immediately censor. 16

Andrew Sullivan of e Atlantic also hailed the same events in Iran as an impending revolution– 

caused by social media– writing that the “Revolution Will Be Twittered [sic]”.17  

  Many cyberoptimist scholars base their argument on the internet’s power to reduce the risks 

associated with collective action. is is supported in some studies such as one by Bennett and 

Segerberg. In Digital Media and the Personalization of Collective Action the Bennett and Segerberg 

argue that the cohesion of ICT-assisted networks does not have to be based on the strength or 

adherence to a central ideology. Social media engagement personalizes engagement enough to negate 

the need for conventional ideology.18  Zeynep Tufekci argues that the main impediment to political 

change in connected authoritarian states are the risks to collective action, and so “censorship and 

isolation” are crucial tools for regime survival.19  e internet allows the dissenting public to 

communicate and organize. In Tufekci’s case study of the Arab Spring, surveys of Tahrir Square 

Protesters revealed this sort of usage among the small percentage of the population that had internet 

subscriptions.20 

8

15 Shirky, Here Comes Everybody: e Power of Organizing Without Organizations 153.

16 TED, “Q&A with Clay Shirky on Twitter and Iran,” TED, 16 Jun. 2009, online, Internet, 4 Mar. 2013. Available: http://
blog.ted.com/2009/06/16/qa_with_clay_sh/.

17 Andrew Sullivan, “e Revolution Will Be Twittered,” e Atlantic, 13 Jun. 2009.

18 W Lance Bennett and Alexandra Segerberg, “Digital Media and the Personalization of Collective Action,” Information, 
Communication & Society 14.6 (2011): 793.

19 Zeynep Tufekci, “New Media and the People Powered Uprisings,” MIT Technology Review, 30 Aug. 2011, online, Internet, 5 Feb. 
2013. Available: http://www.technologyreview.com/view/425280/new-media-and-the-people-powered-uprisings/.

20 C Wilson and A Dunn, “Digital Media in the Egyptian Revolution: Descriptive Analysis from the Tahrir Datasets,” International 
Journal of Communication 5 (2011): 1248–1272.



 Techno-optimists recognize the prevailing criticisms of their position. In e Political Power 

of Social Media, written by Clay Shirky in the midst of the Arab Spring, he does acknowledges that 

increased internet use does entail “increasingly sophisticated means of monitoring, interdicting, or 

co-opting” on the part of the state.21  Despite the embracing of technology by authoritarian regimes, 

optimistic scholars assert that in the long run, internet control will not be sustainable. Shirky, like 

Turfekci, posits that the emphasis should be placed not on circumventing government !rewalls, but 

on reducing increasing the freedom of assembly.22  Cyberoptimists can count the US government in 

their ranks, as the liberating potential was enshrined in official US foreign policy goals by Hilary 

Clinton in 2010.23  e United States is not alone in their support for liberation technology. 

Christensen found that Sweden’s Foreign Ministry has been relying on the strategy since 2009.24  

Such positions are supported by studies such as one by Bengtsson and Christensen, who !nd that 

increased use of the internet contributes to political prowess. Citizens that are politically active on 

the internet are at least as politically competent as offline activists.25  For optimistic scholars, it is just 

a matter of time before the bene!ts of the internet begin to pay off for activists.

Cyberpessimists
e contrary view states that internet use enables authoritarian governments to wield greater coercive 

power. Evgeny Morozov, a widely-cited scholar of new media and politics exempli!es this cautionary 

view. Morozov argues that policy-makers equate the openness of the internet with democratization in 

their “Internet Freedom Agendas” such as those espoused by the US State Department.26 Eskelinen 

and Tedre name these agendas part of a larger “dogma of liberation”, where Western democratic 

states attach a utopian ideal to the usage of the computer and the internet:

e very idea of the modernization theory, as well as of many later theories, was 

that the problems caused by sociocultural relativity, or by certain subjectivity of 

meanings, was thought to be solved by altering the sociocultural setting. at is to 

9

21 Clay Shirky, “e Political Power of Social Media,” Foreign Affairs 90 (2011): 28.

22 ibid.

23 Clinton, “Remarks on Internet Freedom.”

24 Christensen, “Discourses of Technology and Liberation: State Aid to Net Activists in an Era of ‘Twitter Revolutions’.”

25 Henrik Serup Christensen and Åsa Bengtsson, “e Political Competence of Internet Participants,” Information, Communication 
& Society 14.6 (2011): 896–916.

26 Morozov, e Net Delusion.



say, according to modernization theorists people, cultures, and societies should 

adapt to technologies and not vice versa. But it becomes questionable if that 

actually helps people anymore. At the very least, such help takes place in a very 

patronizing context, as outsiders claim to know the true needs of people better than 

the people do. 27

 Technopessimist scholars assert that authoritarian governments have adapted to the 

challenges posed by the internet, and have utilized them to aid in the surveillance and repression of 

their peoples. Studies have shown that these governments have moved beyond !ltering and censoring 

the internet, to “third and second generation controls” which are composed of nuanced and “subtle” 

ways of controlling and steering internet use in desired directions.28  In a debate with Shirky, 

Morozov has argued that Iran’s regime has been strengthened by the 2009 Green Revolution because 

of the information gleamed from monitoring its activist citizens during the upheaval.29  Cross puts 

forward that Iran’s resilience is due to its rent-based economy and not relying on the productivity of 

its citizens to fund its repression, a characteristic shared with other authoritarian regimes. 30

 Some skeptical scholars agree on how the internet lowers risks to freedom of assembly, but 

argue that digital-mediated organization is less powerful than traditional means of organization. In 

Small Change Malcolm Gladwell equates social media revolutions with mob-behavior, stating that 

they are a means of gathering for the lazy and for those that do not wish to take on the inherent, 

physical risks associated with traditional means of bringing about political change.31  Etling et al 

study digitally-motivated collective organizing and conclude that these mobs “do not deliberate; they 

do not debate the alternatives and select pragmatic and well informed strategic approaches.”32  In 

states “where offline restrictions to civil and political organization are severe”, internet-inspired events 

are less likely to be successful. 33

10

27 T Eskelinen and M Tedre, “ree Dogmas of ICT-Driven Development,” East Aican Journal of Research 2.1 (2010): 64–88.

28 Rebecca MacKinnon, “Networked Authoritarianism in China and Beyond: Implications for Global Internet Freedom,” in, 2010 
27-30.

29 Evgeny Morozov, “Why the internet is failing Iran’s activists,” Prospect Magazine, 2010.

30 K Cross, “Why Iran’s green movement faltered: e limits of information technology in a rentier state,” SAIS Review 30.2 (2010): 
169–187.

31 M Gladwell, “Small Change,” e New Yorker, 4 Oct. 2010, Available: http://www.newyorker.com/reporting/
2010/10/04/101004fa_fact_gladwell?printable=true.

32 B Etling, R Faris, and J Palfrey, “Political change in the digital age: e fragility and promise of online organizing,” SAIS Review 
30.2 (2010): 48.

33 ibid., 49.



Non-determinists
Positions that emphasize that political, cultural, social, and economic contexts determine degrees of 

democratization and not technology– or internet use, are non-determinist. Naturally, there is overlap 

in this camp with cyberpessimism, as both camps would agree that the internet does not cause 

liberalization. Christian Fuchs argues that attributing technological causes to political breakthroughs 

is “one-dimensional”. 34 According to Fuchs, this is considered the !rst discourse on technology’s role 

in politics. e impression that protest action can be successfully repressed by regimes through the 

usage of technology forms the second discourse, and highlights where non-determinists differ from 

pessimists. Fuchs argues that both positions represent a “fetishism of technology”:

Focusing on technology (as a cause of or solution for riots) is the ideological search 

for control, simplicity and predictability in a situation of high complexity, 

unpredictability and uncertainty. It projects society’s guilt and shame onto objects. 

Explanations are not sought in complex social relations, but in the fetishism of 

things. Social media and technology-centrism, both in its optimistic form…and in 

its pessimistic form…is a techno- deterministic instrumental ideology that 

substitutes thinking about society with a focus on technology. Societal problems are 

reduced to the level of technology. 35

 e non-determinist position promotes a dialectical interpretation of the internet’s role on 

society, where the role of technology in any given event is determined by context alone. Eva Bellin 

argues in support of this in her study of the state of authoritarian rule after the Arab Spring. Bellin 

argues that although the internet may contribute to lowering the cost of collective action, this does 

not imply “building the institutional grounding of democracy”. 36 In his study of Egypt, Marc Lynch 

detailed a set of factors that contribute to democratization that are similar to what is used in this 

study. Lynch’s four “pathways to change” include “contentious collective action”, the “mechanisms of 

repression”, “international attention and alliances”, and “the public sphere”.37  is study utilizes 

11

34 C Fuchs, “Social media, riots, and revolutions,” Capital & Class 36.3 (2012): 383–391.

35 ibid., 386.

36 E Bellin, “Reconsidering the Robustness of Authoritarianism in the Middle East: Lessons from the Arab Spring,” Comparative 
Politics 44.2 (2012): 139.

37 Marc Lynch, “Aer Egypt: e Limits and Promise of Online Challenges to the Authoritarian Arab State,” Perspectives on Politics 
9.02 (2011): 304− 307.



similar elements of change, and uses a different analytical framework to analyze how these elements 

are changed. 

 Long-term studies that are most similar to this thesis have also been non-determinist. e 

earliest and most comprehensive study on the internet and politics is Kalathil and Boas’ Open 

Networks and Closed Regimes, authored in 2003. is study covers the period from when the internet 

!rst began to be adopted globally in 1996 to the time of writing, 2003. e authors conclude with a 

warning on assuming the internet is an inherent force for political liberalization. Results reveal that 

internet access was– at the time, largely in the hands of elites. ey argue the degree to which the 

internet assists an agent of change is determined by “political, economic, and societal actors”, and 

that technology does not have “inherent political value”. 38

 Two other long-term studies on the internet and democracy exist. e !rst, by Jacob Grosek 

is based on the period from 1994 to 2003. Groshek concludes that political instability may enhance 

the effects the internet is perceived to have during times of upheaval. He also concludes the internet 

has potentially “great” effects, but that this is dictated by political context.39  e second study, 

authored by Best and Wade also explicitly tackles the topic of internet and democratization. Best and 

Wade’s 2005 study is based on quantitative analyses which compare variables such as GDP, literacy, 

and economic development to rates of internet usage in the period of 1994 to 2002. e authors 

!nd that internet use is correlated to democratization, but that other factors are such as economic 

development have stronger correlations. Internet use only has a stronger relationship to democracy 

than literacy rates. 40  e study also makes use of Larry Lessig’s framework of regulation as a means 

to explain causes of the internet’s relationship with democracy. 

Scholarly Contribution
My contribution to the study of democracy and the internet stems from three differences that set this 

thesis apart from current literature on the topic. Firstly, the time period of this study has not been 

studied before to this degree. Previous studies on the internet’s democratization effects largely focus 

on the !rst generation of the internet. e !rst generation of the internet begins with its global 

adoption in 1996 and ends prior to the popularization of social media in 2005. Kalathil and Boas’ 

12

38 Shanthi Kalathil and Taylor C Boas, Open Networks, Closed Regimes (Carnegie Endowment, 2003) 150.

39 Groshek, “e Democratic Effects of the Internet, 1994--2003: A Cross-National Inquiry of 152 Countries” 133.

40 Best and Wade, “e Internet and Democracy: Global catalyst or democratic dud?” 21.



study covers the period of 1996 to 2003.41  Groshek’s application of media dependency to the 

internet and democratization covers the period from 1994 to 2003.42  Best and Wade, which also 

adapt Lessig’s framework for regulation, study democracy in during 1992 − 2002.43 

 Second, the current era of the internet is characterized by much high internet penetration, 

and usage rates. In this period, the internet is more integral to global communication. e internet 

can provide states with huge economic bene!ts. Internet use can enable more efficient governance. 

Since implementing its internet-based modernization programs, Estonia has achieved paperless 

governance which has increased its penetration to 78%.44  It can also empower civil society and 

dissident movements on a much larger scale than in the !rst period. e internet in the !rst period 

was controlled by simple !ltering, blocking, and isolation.45  Internet’s second generation is one of 

complex censorship, where isolating a population from subscribing is rarely an option. Authoritarian 

regimes, unable to resist the economic lure of the technology, have embraced and adapted to the 

second period of the internet. eir efforts have paid off in the form of enhanced abilities to monitor 

and censor their citizens. is study analyzes the effects of the internet on aspects of political 

liberalization, during a period of time where the usage of the internet has increased along with its 

importance and power to coerce or free.

 Lastly, this study relies on qualitative analysis to answer the research questions and test the 

hypotheses. Groshek, and Best and Wade, the two most-similar studies analyze the internet through 

the use of quantitative methods. Best and Wade relate their conclusions to the framework for 

regulation, but do not extend their study beyond it. is thesis will discuss attempts to control the 

internet through the framework of regulation and seek to explain the relationship using purely 

qualitative tools. e framework for regulation has not been used in conjunction with the qualitative 

methods employed in this study.

 rough a new time period, and theoretical backing, this study exists in the context of an 

internet in a newfound state of global popularity, where regimes have been forced to adapt to open 

$ows of information, often with complex internet control schemes. e results of this study take into 

account this popularity, as well as the increasingly nuanced and subtle methods authoritarian employ 
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to keep the liberalizing potential of the internet at bay. is study has found that case states seek to 

replicate their control over the physical public sphere to the internet, and this is accomplished 

through methods of internet control that are far more complex than studies that focused on the !rst 

period of the internet.

eoretical Framework
e case studies in this thesis utilize multiple theories. e Framework for Regulation is used to 

discover the diversity of an internet control regime. e complexity of this regime is analyzed using a 

generational classi!cation. Effects on democratization are examined through the usage of a set of 

theories on collective action, opinion generation, and the media. ese form a theoretical “scaffold” 

which aids in conceptualizing the relationship between the internet and liberalization.46

Diversity of Control: e Framework for Regulation
Evidence of internet control is categorized in order to analyze its diversity. e operationalization of 

sources is done through Lawrence Lessig’s framework for “regulation” (FFR).47  e framework 

provides us with:

…a more general understanding of how regulation works– one that focuses on 

more than the single in$uence of any one force such as government, norms, or the 

market, and instead integrates these factors into a single account.48

Any ‘thing’ can be regulated by this framework. For this thesis, the subject of regulation is the 

internet. e framework speci!es four constraints that act upon the internet. e four constraints 

that regulate the internet are laws, social norms, the market, and architecture:
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Laws constrain the internet, and what you’re allowed to view on the internet; which content is 

objectionable for everyone, or certain groups of a population, such as citizens. For the purposes of 

this thesis, a constraint is considered legal when it aims to change individual or group behavior 

through a state’s judicial channels.

 A market-based constraint is a potent force for regulation, and can be utilized to inhibit or 

encourage internet use. In 2011, Egypt had the highest internet penetration of any Arab Spring 

country.49  Market availability contributed to the internet penetration in the country according to 

scholars.50  Kalathil and Boas discover price discrimination in use during the !rst generation of the 

internet in Cuba and Burma.51  Arti!cially in$ated subscription prices kept the internet from the 

masses. For this thesis a constraint is considered market-based when costs, pricing structures, or 

availability of the internet is controlled through !nancial measures.

 Architectural constraints govern the prevalence of internet use within a state by way of 

technology (hardware or software). Technology can promote or restrict access to the internet just like 

any one of the other constraints can. e United States considered beaming wireless internet into 

Arab Spring states in the belief that it would enable protests to continue despite architectural 

Figure 2: Lessig’s Framework for Regulation
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constraints imposed by the Mubarak government.52  For the purposes of this study, a constraint is 

considered architectural when technological means are used to promote or restrict internet access.

 Normative constraints are perhaps the most subtle of the four. Norm-based constraints are 

not directly imposed by the government. Self-censorship is the clearest example of a norm-based 

constraint. In their explanation of socially normative constraints, Best and Wade describe self-

censorship as a constrain that “effectively restrains citizens from experiencing civil liberties”.53 ese 

constraints change the way people physically gather and express dissatisfaction, as self-censorship 

limits the freedom of assembly. is study will utilize Best and Wade’s interpretation of these 

constraints; a regulation is socially normative if it discourages access to civil liberties.

 Constraints do not regulate in a vacuum. Lessig states, “Changes in any one will affect the 

regulation of the whole. Some constraints will support others; some may undermine others.”54  For 

example, architectural constraints may change browsing habits over time, as users stop attempting to 

access censored websites, bringing about socially-normative changes.

Complexity of Control: Generations 
Deibert et al provide a classi!cation of the complexity of internet controls in Access Controlled, which 

are used in this thesis to explore the links between the four regulators.55  First-generation internet 

controls consist of “directly blocking access to servers, domains, keywords, and IP addresses”. 

Regulation of this variety utilizes block lists that are usually enforced through technical means by 

way of blacklisting. Examples of these controls include blocking pornographic websites as well as 

those of a political opposition.56 Second-generation controls extend the concept of denying access to 

internet resources through “a legal and normative environment”. Bans on certain forms of speech 

through laws against defamation, libel, endangering national security, and slander are examples of 

second-generation controls.57  ird-generation controls are characterized by indirect denial of 
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internet content through co-opting or competition. Effective control of this type aims to “confuse 

and entrap opponents” by way of “successfully competing with potential threats”. Examples of third 

generation controls include data-mining for illegal content, and establishing local-internet 

alternatives to popular global services such as Youtube, Google, and Twitter, as well as DDoS 
58attacks. As Deibert et al theorize, the choice and mix of generational controls is related to the 

authoritarian consolidation:

Countries with stronger authoritarian tendencies tend to apply more comprehensive 

information controls…Conversely, countries that are “more democratic” tend to 

favor second- and third-generation strategies…e most obvious explanation of the 

generational tendency is that authoritarian states will seek to dominate the public 

sphere. 59

 Generational internet controls are related to pressures of democratization exhibited by the 

internet’s increasing popularity in a state. ese pressures are responded to not only through varying 

kinds of controls, as shown with the FFR, but varying degrees. 

 Additionally, I postulate that there are two period of the internet. e !rst generation of the 

internet is characterized by the overwhelming usage of !rst-generation controls, comparatively low 

penetration, and the lack of social media services. is period begins with the wide adoption on the 

internet circa 1996, and ends with the rise of social web in approximately 2005. In the second 

generation, social-media is utilized to hold governments to account, lower barriers to entry, and the 

presence of more comprehensive censorship apparatuses (2005 to present).

Diversity, Complexity and Democratization
e internet is a stage on which political, social, cultural, and economic conditions that exist within 

a state are re$ected. e methods and degree of internet regulation within a state is representative of 

the extent of democratization in a state. States that do not constrain the internet do not constrain the 

activities of its citizens. Free speech in the physical-space translates into freedom of speech in 

cyberspace. Conversely, states that seek to regulate the internet, also seek to regulate the $ow of 
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information outside of cyberspace. e constraints on the internet are representative of the degree of 

political liberalization within a state.

 In the context of democratization, a regulator is essentially a boolean value. ere are either 

laws, architectures, market-based disincentives, or social norms that constrain its usage– or there 

aren’t. In their use of the FFR, Best and Wade classify regulators as democratic or anti-democratic.60 

In this thesis, the same convention will be used. When a regulator is democratic, it extends access to 

civil and political liberties, through promotion or lack of regulation. Undemocratic regulators 

decrease access to civil and political liberties.

 When regulators are classi!ed as either democratic or undemocratic, positive or negative 

political liberalization is discussed using several theories as a frame of reference. eories are 

necessary because the categorization of the internet control events through the FFR does not 

contribute to the discussion of how these constraints have impacted aspects of democratization in the 

case states– it only presents the evidence in an easily analyzable format. To serve this purpose I 

examine three components of liberalization: collective action, the power of the media, and opinion 

generation.

Collective Organization
Etling et al analyze the relationship between internet control and political liberalization through 

studying characteristics of collective action.61  Restrictions on the internet, by virtue of freedom of 

speech, correspond to changes in collective organization. Freedom of assembly is positively related to 

the freedom of speech and information. is relationship does not exist in reverse. As Etling et al 

state, there are no cases “in which the right of association surpasses the right to freedom of speech.”62

 Social organization is comprised of three models: mobs, movements, and Civil Society 

Organizations (CSOs). Each type of social movement has a varying degree of longevity, as well as 

differences in “scope of interest”, agendas, hierarchy.63  e occurrence of one of these types of 

organization has implications for the health of a civil society, a component of democratization.
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 CSOs play a crucial role in consolidated democracies, and prevent authoritarian inclinations 

by way of generating “social capital”. Social capital strengthens society, the economy, and the state 

itself. CSOs are distinct from mobs and social movements in their permanence. ey can behave like 

government institutions,  possessing a clear leadership, goals, and physical presence, yet are separate 

from the state. e existence of CSOs is indicative of a consolidated democracy because of the 

freedom of speech and association it requires to exist, which in turn implies a free and open internet.

  Mobs are spontaneous and require little organization, but as a result have little longevity and 

impact. Additionally, mobs lack de!nitive agendas for change. e presence of mob-type protests 

infers a regime that has a strong hold on its civil society, and allows for little freedom in the way of 

speech and association.64

 Social movements are the middle-ground of collective organization. Social movements have a 

single long-term goal, strive to achieve this goal without regard to time (are patient), possess leaders 

and a hierarchy. An example of a social movement would be the Civil Rights Movement in the 

United States.65  A more recent example is the Green Movement in Iran. Social movements are 

valuable instruments of change in authoritarian states, and exist within states where governments 

exercise some control over civil society (as in, there are some freedoms to speech and assembly).

Opinion Generation and Media Dependency
e internet allows citizens to evaluate their own government’s performance as well as comparing 

their government to others around the world. Bailard de!nes the former as mirror-holding, and the 

latter as window-opening.  Bailard’s theory passes through the socially normative regulator, as this 

regulator governs our self-censorship; what information we do not seek on the internet for fear of 

government reprisal. Internet use to these means is a manifestation of its openness, and by extension 

– freedom of speech.66  I analyze how governments respond to instances of mirror-holding or 

window-opening through the coercive instruments at their disposal; those based in the four 

regulators.

 Mirror-opening, window-opening, and state-responses to new media usage are dependent on 

a society’s reliance on information. To thus extend this relationship, I use media-dependency theory, 
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authored by S.J. Ball-Rokeach and M.L. DeFleur in A Dependency Model of Mass-Media Effects. In 

their model, the authors propose that there is a tripartite relationship between media, audiences and 

society. e interplay between these two parties is governed by dependency. Dependency comes in 

multiple forms and is increased under two conditions. e !rst is based on the variety, delivery and 

availability of information:

…the greater the number and centrality of the speci!c information– delivery 

functions served by a medium, the greater the audience and societal dependency 

on that medium.67

To this end, the internet applies conveniently. Information is easily attainable through the medium, 

fast, and those searching the internet can easily discriminate between sources that appeal to them. 

Naturally, the ease in which the internet facilitates this process increases dependency on the medium. 

 e second condition for increased dependency on media occurs in periods of instability or 

con$ict. During these periods, established social arrangements change. In these times, people seek 

more information on how society is restructuring, as typical sources are unreliable or insufficient in 

their breadth. e media !lls this need with its “capacity to acquire and transmit information that 

facilitates reconstruction of arrangements”. Additionally, the relationship between media, society, and 

audiences is two-way. Changes in one element are re$ected in another – the media adapts to 

audiences and society, and vice versa.68 

 Media uptake brings about three cognitive changes in a dependent public. e !rst is the 

“creation and resolution of ambiguity”, where one seeks information to bring about order in a 

perceived chaotic world. e second is “attitude formation”, where we are in$uenced by the 

information we receive from various personalities that appear in the media. Media also has an 

“agenda setting role”, where it de!nes the general discourse of opinions and attitudes in a public.69

 Affective changes are emotional responses to media consumption, of which there are two. 

Media dependence can inspire “fear, anxiety, and trigger-happiness” in an involved audience. For 

instance, depictions of con$ict in a state are likely to deter vacationers. Media can in$ate our feelings 

about ourselves, or alienate us from the rest of society through an effect the authors call “morale and 
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alienation”.70  Ball-Rokeach and DeFleur also denote two behavior effects of media. e !rst is 

“activation”, where media consumers take action as a direct result of some information gained from 

the media. e second is where the media prevents actions the audience would have normally 

undertaken had they not been “deactivated” by the media.71

 Media-dependency, and Bailard’s theory will be used to discover the relationship between a 

case state’s structures of opinion generation, media-dependency, and how the government reacts.

eoretical Motivations
 A mixed-method approach to internet research in the historical discipline is necessary due to 

the lack of any ‘one’ overarching theory, or even theories that connect the two. A patchwork of 

theories and frameworks helps bridge the structured and technical nature of the internet, with the 

subjectivity inherent to political research. It is no surprise then, that how the internet is controlled is 

described using wildly different theories than are used in analyzing the impacts of regulation. 

Without a mixed-method approach to studying this topic, the jump from how to what end, or the 

manifestations of internet control in democracy, could not be made. For historical research of the 

internet, the question is not which theory should be used, but which set of theories are most 

compatible with one another, and which set effectively take the discussion from the ‘cyber’ into the 

‘physical’ space.

 Analytical frameworks and theories were chosen based on their ability to serve as a means to 

explain how combinations of internet control impact notions of basic democratic freedoms. Lessig’s 

framework can be used to describe forces that constrict any process, but it adapts particularly well to 

the internet. Firstly, because there is a strong architectural component to the internet, represented by 

servers, gateways, and connections. Secondly, it has become an essential component to economic 

success. In the United States, e-commerce share of retail purchases more than doubled between the 

end of the !rst period of the internet and the end of 2012.72  Also, Kalathil and Boas cited the 

economic potential73  of the internet as one of the greatest draws of states to adoption of the 
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technology.74  irdly, the inherent openness of information has challenged traditional notions of 

intellectual property and copyright, necessitating laws to regulate information’s transfer. Lastly, 

Lessig’s framework incorporates a socially normative regulator, which conveniently works to aid the 

understanding of Deibert’s generational control. rough this regulator, we can see how third 

generation control goes beyond self-censorship to alter the information a connected citizenry seeks, 

and chooses to omit. e framework of regulation allows this thesis to show how control of the 

internet takes place in various spaces of control, a feature I did not !nd in any other theoretical 

constructs.

 Deibert’s three generations of control were chosen to describe the complexity of internet 

control because of how compatible it is with the framework for regulation, and how it demonstrates 

the interrelatedness of diversity and sophistication of control. For instance, the criterion for !rst 

generation control is governments denying access to information on the internet. is is clearly 

expressed through architectural regulators in the framework, which control how data is routed on the 

internet and whether a site is blocked in a state, or not. e existence of second generation controls 

in indicated through the presence of a legal foundation for information control, which forms the 

substance of the ‘law’ regulator in the framework. Lastly, third generation controls are expressed via 

the socially normative regulator, and through combination of Deibert’s typology and Lessig’s 

framework shows that normative regulation extends beyond self-censorship. e presence of third 

generation criteria such as providing alternative sources of information that are regime-approved 

actually contributes to the scope of the normative regulator in the framework.75 

 e theory of collective action developed by Etling et al is used in this study because it was 

created with the effects of the internet on groups in mind. In this respect, it is more appropriate than 

classical theories of collective action such as Mancur Olson’s theory of organization described in e 

Logic of Collective Action. Olson’s arguments that collective action risks are positively associated with 

group size are extended in Etling et al’s theory through the classi!cation of three types of digitally-

mediated groups. Each of these groups that use the internet to organize– mobs, social movements, 

and civil society organizations– experience different costs of organizing.76  Additionally, Etling et al 
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argue that the presence of these groups is indicative of particular regime type, a theoretical 

assumption that holds great value for this study’s analysis.77  

 Presence of digitally-mediated action in case states has demonstrated that the internet, as a 

medium for information, impacts the physical world. Ball-Rokeach’s media dependency theory was 

therefore chosen because it acknowledges the great power that information transmission can hold, 

even though the theory predates the internet. Media dependency theory is an important theoretical 

lens because it shows that there is a two-way relationship from the media to spheres of in$uence. 

Firstly, the media connects the importance of the internet to the public sphere, when it is used in 

digitally-mediated collective action. Secondly, the creation of an atmosphere of regulation for the 

internet on the part of governments affirms the medium’s importance to regimes. is is especially 

seen in the case of states that apply previously-existing media and press laws to the internet, as in the 

case of Syria,78  and Belarus before 2008.79

 Internet regulation schemes are designed to co-opt the information citizens retrieve through 

the internet, or deny them access to objectionable material. As a result, a regime seeks to alter the 

ways in which its people assess it. To aid in highlighting these effects in case states, Catie Snow 

Bailard’s theory of mirror-holding and window-opening is used. is theory was selected because it is 

tailored to the internet, and the avenues of accountability it can potentially offer a citizenry.80 When 

a state censors information on the internet, it is attempting to prevent an evaluation from taking 

place on the part of the user. Bailard’s mechanism is also applicable to generations of control. In 

states where internet control has evolved to the third generation, the regime seeks to change the 

results of evaluations formed as a result of window-opening and mirror-holding. 
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Research uestion
e research question in this study comprises a dialectical approach to the relationship between the 

internet and democratization. It seeks to address how internet control has developed in each case 

state, and to what end.

RQ How complex and diverse has internet regulation been in case states from 2005 to 2012, 
and what do particular internet control schemes imply about a state’s public sphere?

 

 e !rst half of the question addresses how a case state’s government has confronted the 

increase in internet penetration in the internet’s second period through discussion of regulatory 

complexity and diversity. With the latter, controls on the internet have spread beyond architectural 

restrictions, and possess market, legal, and social bases. Expansion of internet control to other 

regulators is accompanied by greater sophistication in the controls themselves and is represented 

through the generational typology of internet control. Two specifying questions are used to explore 

how a state is regulating its internet, and to what degree:

1. What kinds of regulations has the state imposed on the internet? 81

2. How complex are the state’s internet constrictions? 82

e question’s second half extends the discussion to what end internet control schemes have 

impacted prospects of political liberalization. To do so, I explore the impact regulations have had on 

the public sphere in each case state – collective action, media dependency, and opinion-generation, 

speci!cally. In the cross-case analysis that follows the individual studies I reverse the direction of 

analysis and discuss how different combinations of control diversity and complexity can consolidate 

or weaken authoritarianism. is is done by exploring each regulator in detail, across all case states, 

and how they are related to generations of internet control.
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Method of Study
To show the diversity and depth of internet control, and what implications internet restrictions have 

on democratization, a mixed-method, multi-case study will be used. Multiple cases are used because 

each state is grappling with a single global phenomenon – the internet – under different contexts 

that in$uence their approach to internet control. A single-case design would be misleading if external 

generalizations were attempted from it, as is part of this study’s aim. is justi!cation for a multi-

case method is an example of replication logic, a key component of multiple-case designs according 

to Yin. rough theoretical replication, across multiple cases, this study seeks “contrasting results but 

for anticipatable reasons”, which is not possible in single-case studies.83 

 Each case will adopt an interpretive design. Interpretative case analysis is based on 

conclusions made from thorough, detailed, description. Youmans and York utilized this method in 

the !eld of internet and politics in their study of corporate responses to social media-inspired 

breakthroughs.84  A case study approach is ideal because of the 1) value of investigating internet 

control through its own context; 2) the relationship between the internet and forces of liberalization 

is not clear; 3) there are numerous variables with immeasurable results; 4) primary sources are of 

various types; 5) the method particularly bene!ts from previously developed theoretical constructs.85 

e supports the dialectic approach to the topic. It focuses on the relationship between the forces 

studies without necessitating conclusions on causation, which would be techno-determinist.

 Each case consists of a background, as well as a presentation and analysis section. I establish 

the context for my period of study in the background section by detailing the course of internet 

development in the case state from 1996 to 2005. In the presentation section, evidence is gathered 

from sources relevant to the case state that cover the period from 2005 to 2012. ese sources 

include news articles, blog postings, government statistics, and press releases. Each source addresses 

the internet in the case state. e !rst level of analysis is conducted through the framework for 

regulation. e events described in sources provide information on the diversity of internet control 

in the case state, and are categorized according to which regulator is affected. Effects in each 

regulator can be positive or negative. Negative effects are found in sources that detail control or 

restriction of the internet. Sources that provide evidence for the promotion of internet openness or 
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speech on the internet are considered positive. Government actions that promote a free internet may 

be constituted through a clear reduction in existing internet control, or through omission of control 

in a regulator altogether, as will be shown in the case of Egypt. e framework for regulation is 

extended by classifying the controls using Deibert et al’s generational system, in order to show 

complexity of internet control. Evidence for activity in regulators, and generational typology are 

presented as !ndings. e presentation of the !ndings answers the !rst half of the research question, 

which asks how governments control the internet. 

 How regulator activity (or inactivity in the case of internet promotion) translates into 

authoritarian consolidation or liberalization constitutes the analysis section. Control of the internet 

echoes similar restrictions outside of cyberspace in each case state, and is indicative of the 

government’s approach to control of the public sphere. To show this, I will !rst detail whether 

regulators during my studied time have been democratic or undemocratic. According to Best and 

Wade, a regulator is democratic “if it enhances civil or political liberties”. Similarly, Best and Wade 

de!ne undemocratic or anti-democratic regulators as those that restrict or eliminate these same 

liberties and rights.86  Classi!cation aids in the qualitative understanding of the internets effects on 

forces of democratization in the case state. With evidence for internet control in regulators, as well as 

the complexity of these controls, I will assess what evidence for internet control in regulators as well 

as their complexity mean mean for three components of liberalization, collective action, opinion 

generation, and media dependency. I use three theories for each of these components.

 eories on collective action, media dependency, and opinion generation help uncover the 

link between internet regulation and political liberalization– the premise of the second half of the 

research question. To analyze collective action I use Etling et al’s analytical toolkit for organization. 

Types of digitally-mediated actions that occur in case states signi!es a desired level of control over the 

public sphere on the part of governments.87  Window-opening and mirror-holding, the second 

theory, is used to assess how the internet has altered opinion generation for the connected public, 

and how they evaluate their government relative to themselves and other states. Government 

attempts at limiting access to these mechanisms, or controlling the results of internet-mediated 

evaluations will also be analyzed through this theory. e third theory is Ball-Rokeach and DeFleur’s 

media dependency theory. I use this theory to show that the internet, as a media source, conditions 

both the government and the public sphere. It can increase political instability, cause digitally-
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mediated action to occur, or be harnessed by the government to change the public’s behavior, as will 

be shown in discussions of third generation internet control. is theory helps position the internet 

as a powerful mass media force that is involved in how a government interacts with larger numbers 

of ‘connected’ citizens, and vice versa.88  e method for each case is visualized below:

 I present a cross-case analysis after the individual cases, where I discuss the internet control 

schemes present in the cases – links between regulator activity, and the generational typology. Lastly, 

I conclude with wider implications on public spheres and internet control schemes. is satis!es 

Robert Yin’s test of external validity, where “the domain to which a study’s !ndings can be 

generalized”.89

Figure 3: esis Methodology
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Source Criticism
is thesis builds on content analysis of sources. For the purposes of this research, a source is 

considered relevant to this thesis if it records an incident of internet control taking place, and:

1. e source was created at the time of the event, and concerns the event in question.

2. It was created by someone who participated or observed the event unfold.

3. e source is a technological report, or official government statistic.

Sources include news articles, wires, government statements,  studies, reports, and blogs. An example 

of a news article source is the e New York Times. Wires are reports of events taking place. Examples 

of wire sources include Agence France Presse and e Associated Press. Government statements are 

transcripts of officials acting in official government capacity, or press releases. An example is the 

speech by Secretary of State Hilary Clinton, in her Remarks on Internet Freedom. Statements can take 

the form of official government reports, such as those authored by the CNNIC– containing internet 

statistics,90  or laws, such as the content of Decree No 60 in the Belorussian Case.91  Filtering reports 

published by the OpenNet Initiative, for instance, are compilations of website blocking at particular 

points in time. ese reports are valuable because their data is not subject to interpretation 

(assuming the source is credible). A website is either accessible at certain time, from a multitude of 

locations, or it is not.92  Global Voices Online is often a source of blogs used in this study’s analysis, 

and another is the official blog of Renesys, an infrastructure monitoring agency.

 As in any discipline, there is subjectivity in designating sources as evidence. Opinions written 

about the state of the internet at the time of writing are !rst-hand observations on the subject of 

cyberspace, and must be taken in context. I utilize a model of source criticism developed by Robert 

Yin in Case Study Research: Design and Methods. In choosing each source, I examine whether it 

constructs validity and reliability. Constructing validity ensures reduces the subjectivity inherent in 

choosing sources for a case by using multiple sources of evidence for each event, and establishing a 
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chain of evidence.93 Although only one source may be cited, I make arguments based on events that 

have been recorded by multiple sources. When I build on evidence that is not well established, 

multiple sources are included in the citation, or I address the validity of the claim inline. Reliability 

refers to replication of conclusions in case study research. Given the “chain of evidence”, a reader 

should be able to conceive of the same arguments made in a study.94  I achieve this through the 

methods suggested by Yin that include the citation of source, and triangulation. e body of 

evidence that is referenced is designed so a reader can reach the same conclusions through using the 

same theoretical framework, and methodology.95 

Sources and their Usage
 A de!ning characteristic of internet research, the amount of information available – is also the chief 

research problem in studying it. Possible sources on the internet and politics are online media, as well 

as participant observations, recorded through surveys and ethnographies. Source availability is the 

topic’s greatest strength as well its main challenge and the choice of source types, a the product of 

researcher judgement and aims. I have chosen types of sources that best depict the information this 

study seeks to extract– namely, records of internet control events across several case states. is 

excludes the use of participant based sources, such as surveys, due to the large geographic and 

temporal scope of this study. is thesis overcomes the internet’s information excess by starting with 

news reports from large reputable media outlets, which are global, veri!able, and credible. 

International news media and wire services are the chief source of this information due to their 

comprehensive global coverage and editorial policies. News articles as used as records of events, 

disregarding event interpretations and commentary. Once events are veri!ed using news reports, 

other supporting sources with greater speci!city,  such as blogs and government statements, are 

sought. ese source types are chosen due to their closeness to the events that news articles reference. 

Social media based evidence is acquired through the use of curated blogging platforms such as 

Global Voices Online, which offer greater credibility than unmoderated blogs, Tweets, and Facebook 

posts, that are not directly used in this study. Statistics are solely used for veri!cation of internet 

growth. 
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 In this section, I aim to address the quality, availability, and substance of the sources used through 

an explanation of types of sources, how source material was gathered, and the particularities of 

sources within each type. 

News media 
 e primary motivation for utilizing news media outlets as the starting point for research in 

this thesis is due their reliability, timeliness and global reach. A news media outlet is an authoritative 

source for a larger set of events than a blog, which is focused on only a few topics or locations. News 

articles are used to discover incidents of internet control in the case states studied, during the time 

period of concern. Each news media outlet was founded before the second period of the internet, has 

a searchable archive, and reports primarily in English. A list of well-regarded newspapers or online-

media outlets was compiled for the initial search for sources that report on the internet, and 

consisted of:

I. e News York Times

A. Chosen for its editorial standards, track record of reporting on global events, popularity, and 

searchable article archive.

II. e Guardian

A. In 1995, e Guardian became one of the !rst newspapers to report on technology, in an 

online format.96 

B. It also features a searchable archive, as well as meta-articles such as its timeline of the Arab 

Spring.97

III. e Independent

A. e Independent is one of the youngest publications, and was only used to search for records 

of internet events from 2004.

IV. BBC News

A. BBC News was chosen for its history of comprehensive reporting, global reach, and powerful 

archive search.

V. Reuters
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A. Reuters was chosen for its global reach, strong emphasis on objectivity in reporting, and the 

absence of analysis in its wire service in accordance with its editorial guidelines.98

VI. e Register

A. e Register is an online newspaper that began publishing in 1998. It was chosen because it 

only focuses on technology-related news, and as such is a quality source for architectural 

regulation around the world. It’s audience is composed of technology professionals. 99

VII. Al Jazeera English 100

A. Al Jazeera English was chosen because it is not a US or UK based news media outlet, and it 

offers a searchable archive. Additionally, journalists include prominent scholars in the 

internet and politics such as Jillian C. York.101

In the archives of these media outlets, I searched for a set of keywords during two spans of time. 

Searches encompassed articles from the !rst period of the internet, 1996 to 2006, and the second 

period, 2005 to the present. Search keywords choice is based on synonyms of the internet and 

communications technology, of which there are few. For the !rst period of the internet102, this 

includes the keywords of ‘internet’ and variations of ‘cyber’. Keywords that relate to social media, 

such as ‘Twitter’ and ‘Facebook’ were added to the second set of searches103, as the social media 

phenomenon is unique to this period. In 2006 Twitter was launched,104  and Facebook opened 

registration to the general public.105  Keyword choice is also motivated by these words having a 

common etymological origin. e ‘internet’ is a cognate, spanning multiple languages with only one 

possible meaning– as is ‘blog’, and ‘Facebook’. Synonyms for the internet such as the phrase “world 

wide web” were not used in searches, as it is not directly translatable in the fashion that the word 

‘internet’ is. ‘Net’ and ‘web’ were not used due to the word having meanings that do not relate to 
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cyberspace. Keywords pertaining to mobile phones were utilized in the research in hopes that 

references of these technologies would also include references to the internet that may not have been 

made using direct words. One search was performed for each keyword listed below, and each 

keyword was preceded by the name of country:

Span of Time Search Keywords (comma separated)

1994 - 2006 internet,  ICT, cyber*, blog, telecom*, online, offline, protest, revolution, mobile-phone 
OR mobile phone OR cellphone OR cell-phone OR cell phone

2005 - Present internet,  ICT, cyber*, blog, telecom*, online, protest, revolution,  social-media OR social 
media, Twitter, Facebook, tweet

 e searches yielded results spanning all the case states studied, and sources were divided by 

the state of concern. e body of source material was read, and for each case state internet-related 

events were extracted, and categorized as occurring in one or more regulators. A timeline was 

constructed for each case state from the events that were mentioned in news reports that related to 

ICTs. Each timeline was composed of !ve categories – the four regulators and a global category. 

Every event on the timeline was tagged with the original source of the event. e timeline formed 

the basis for further searches, and additional substantiation using other types of sources. Once all the 

articles concerning the internet were ‘distilled’ into events, I sought additional information on each 

event. Internet searches were performed on each event on the timeline, yielding sources of various 

types such as blogs and reports of events from other news services such as Reporters Without Borders, 

Agence France-Presse and Wired. Mentions of the events were also searched for on blog content 

platforms such as Global Voices Online. Results of these searches were added to body of source 

material for each case state, as well as the timeline. is process resulted in 132 events of internet 

control being cataloged for analysis.

  News articles are prone to espousing forms techno-determinism.106  e time sensitivity of 

news has led to hyperbolic reporting on the effects of the internet during sensitive political times. 

One of the earliest examples of cyber-optimism was the breaking of the 2009 Iran Green Movement 

Table 1: Search years and keywords
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protests as the !rst Twitter revolution by Andrew Sullivan of e Atlantic Wire.107Similar overarching 

statements were made by correspondents from reputable newspapers during the Arab Spring, 

including reports that were techno-pessimist. A Wall Street Journal article written in 2011 warned 

observers that it was only the elites within Egyptian society that had been utilizing social media to 

organize.108  Anita Singh of e Telegraph echoes this sentiment.109  In historical research of the 

internet, news reports form the bulk of research material due to their coverage, reliability, and 

timeliness. ese qualities are the reasons they are used in research of the internet and politics in 

other disciplines such as communications and political science. Care must be taken to extract only 

relevant information and avoid such overarching techno-determinism. As with other sources, news 

articles provide evidence of an event taking place, which is their true value for this thesis. 

  Usage of news reports and wire reports is consistent with how other studies on the internet 

and politics have used them. Deibert et al. use news articles to explain their framework of 

generational internet control.110  In political science research, Marc Lynch uses e New York Times 

Magazine and Foreign Policy to support his analysis in After Egypt.111  In communications research 

Howard and Hussein use a news article from Reuters to support their conclusions on civil society 

after the Arab Spring in their article, Democracy’s Fourth Wave.112 In these studies, source criticism – 

what reports to use, and which to discard – is not provided by the authors, nor is it needed in 

disciplines that traditionally focus on the internet. I enhance the common practice of using news 

sources through a systematic approach to evidence. Reputable sources are used as validation for 

additional source material that does not have the inherent reliability that established media outlets 

hold. e use of the news media provides a !lter for unnecessary information, and increases the 

credibility of social media sources. Howard and Hussain argue that “Social media is the reason we 

have such good documentation of events”.113 
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 For this thesis, I leverage the ubiquity of information on the internet through the credibility 

of news media sources. Additionally, I utilize multiple sources to con!rm that an event took place. 

Nonetheless, credibility of news media sources and their variety do not eliminate bias as what is 

considered an occurrence of internet control to the authors of these sources may also be a product of 

bias. To compensate for this, I utilize my own classi!cation of an event of internet control, as one 

that inhibits access to civil and political liberties. Lastly, I highlight my own interpretation of the 

events mentioned in news sources, and do not rely on discussions of internet control events that exist 

in these sources.

 is thesis uses 269 news articles.

Blogs and social media
I approach the usage of social media as sources cautiously. Using social media can give insight that 

news reports cannot offer, by way of !rst-hand accounts of internet control as a situation unfolds. 

Social media can provide rich descriptions of events as participants engage in them, through blog 

postings and videos, such as the often-gruesome details of how governments have responded to 

digitally-mediated collective action. Blogs are the only social media sources used in this thesis. At 

their best, blogs offer a potentially greater degree of curation and editorial oversight, relative to 

Tweets, Facebook postings, or YouTube videos. At the very least, blogs are no less reliable than other 

forms of social media expression. I do not cite Facebook, Twitter, or YouTube videos in this thesis 

directly, as there are no standards for credibility or veri!ability for these sources. Where these types of 

sources are mentioned, they are cited via a veri!able source. Nonetheless, using personal blogs as 

sources poses problems of bias, dependency, and impression management that still need to be 

challenged. In Entering the Blogosphere, an article on incorporating blogs into scholarly research, 

Nicholas Hookaway argues that the traditional problems attributed to using blogs can be overcome. 

He states that blogs located on managed platforms can be used to select useful bits of evidence 

relevant to the researcher. 114  Hookaway mentions that managed blogging platforms such as 

LiveJournal offer the researcher ways to sort through large amounts of information by way of tag 

searches, and topic classi!cation that is built into the blogging service. For the purposes of this thesis, 

I expand on Hookaway’s suggestion through use of Global Voices Online (GVO) as a source of blog 
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content. GVO is not a blogging platform in the strict sense that LiveJournal is, but it aggregates and 

curates content to a standard that is not existent on other managed platforms. e platform seeks to 

advocate citizen journalism by providing a platform for blog exposure, and allows for content to be 

searched on the basis of topic, language, and country.

 GVO overcomes common manifestations of bias and dependency in blogs by utilizing 

volunteer authors and translators. GVO authors are selected through an application process, and “do 

not write !rst-hand accounts or citizen journalism”, but instead report on existing dialogue occurring 

in blogs around the world. Authors provide a narrative composed of social media that has already 

been written by citizen journalists, and as such curate a conversation.115  Additional exposure is 

provided through translators, which apply for the position and are evaluated on their abilities as 

such. Translators are tested by coordinators assigned to each language, and are asked to translate one 

or more articles in their desired language.116 

 e body of each posting is a narrative of a particular event of phenomenon, and is 

supplemented by reports from blogs that are already engaged in that conversation. Excerpts from 

blogs constitute a major portion of each GVO posting and are provided in their original verbatim 

form, as well as the GVO translation into a selected language. In every posting, GVO authors 

attempt to provide varying accounts of an event, as well as consensus or disagreement in a 

conversation. e community also attempts to support assertions within GVO postings through the 

linking of traditional media stories on the subject. Global Voices possesses a standard for authorship 

and translation, and the emphasis on curation and narrating a conversation yields blog postings that 

provide a comprehensive view of a situation, with multiple sources used. GVO was utilized in my 

third phase of research. Personal blogs were not used directly because they do not possess the 

increased credibility that the GVO curation process offers researchers. Although personal blogs may 

provide similar accounts of events, I chose not to use them directly because I was not able to verify 

their validity.  GVO was searched for previously categorized instances of internet control, through 

the websites built-in search. Matches were recorded on the timeline with the event that they 

corresponded to. From this point, exactly 9 GVO sources made it into the thesis.

Two other blog types are used in this thesis – news blogs, and technical blogs. As with news articles, 

all three serve to con!rm an occurrence of internet control. News blogs include e Lede a New York 

Times blog that complements the traditional global news coverage offered by the paper. An example 
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of a technical blog is that of the Renesys Corporation, which monitor the connectivity state of the 

global internet in real-time. On their blog, Renesys published visualizations of when certain 

countries cut off their connections to the global internet, providing evidence for architectural control 

in some case states. Data visualizations provided by these blogs are free from the usual types of 

cognitive bias, such as  that are present in traditional forms of journalism. Technical blogs depict a 

particular con!guration of the internet at a point in time, a matter of bytes and connections, rather 

than interpretations. News blogs such as e Lede are free from the usual reservations concerning 

social media as they comply with the editorial standards of the newspaper they belong to, and 

content is curated by professional journalists. Technical and news blogs were discovered through 

Google News searches for events discovered during the !rst phase of research, and amount to a total 

of 28 different sources.

Statistics
Internet penetration statistics are used in this study to substantiate the growth of the ICTs in the case 

states. Data from these sources also shows how the initial period of internet adoption and the 

subsequent period, differed. I use data from the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) to 

accomplish this goal. ITU offers internet usage statistics for all of the case states since the internet’s 

global adoption in the 1990s. e ITU obtains its data from official agencies within a state, and does 

not conduct its own analysis of penetration data. ITU data is used to show internet penetration 

growth in cases where I was not able to !nd data on internet usage in English from the case state’s 

official statistics agency. e China Internet Network Information Center (CNNIC), for instance, 

publishes an English version of its annual telecommunications report and so ITU data was not 

needed from the time the CNNIC began compiling English reports. Because the ITU receives its 

data from official agencies, I treat the results as functionally equal.

 Internet penetration data is not without its critics. Katy Pearce argues that ITU data is 

“useless”.117 Penetration data does not take into account socio political context. Internet usage will be 

higher in societies with more wealthy people, or a large young population. Second, counts performed 

by government agencies are inaccurate. ere is no standardized methodology for counting ICT 

users. ird, Pearce argues that frequency of internet usage is more valuable a measure than “ever 

used”.  is thesis overcomes the shortfalls of ITU data by limiting its contribution to only showing 
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growth. Source accuracy still rests with government statistical agencies, which do not report their 

methodology, a weakness that cannot be overcome in the use of this data. is thesis does not rely on 

telecommunications data beyond general indications of general growth. erefore, lack of 

methodological transparency in ITU data is acceptable.   Internet penetration sources are few and far 

between. Data supplied by the World Bank through its World Development Indicators, is one of the 

few alternatives to the ITU, but also relies on its data in its development index.118  

My approach to internet penetration has thus been characterized by simplicity and is three-fold. 

Firstly, ITU data is used across disciplines in the study of the internet and politics. Kalathil and Boas’ 

2003 study on the effects of the internet is one such example. Secondly, ITU data possesses the 

fewest intermediaries, and is the product of official government reporting. Lastly, the ITU possesses 

the largest body of data, and there is no other source as comprehensive across states and time. Katy 

Pearce argues for using interviews instead, however these are limited in their scope and availability.119

Government Statements
Government statements includes legal materials, interviews with government officials, as well as press 

releases relating to the internet. Legal materials, such as decrees and bills are effectively primary 

sources on the legal regulation of the internet. Governments form the foundations of the highest 

levels of internet control, whether it be through legislation or architecture. I have included official 

government statements as sources for constrictions in some case states. Statements can be of various 

types, such as legislation in the case of Russia, a presidential decrees, press releases, and statistics 

(such as the CNNIC reports). ere is considerable difficulty in acquiring these sources for multi-

case study such as this one. Source availability for many of the authoritarian states in this study is 

scarce. Even if a case state has a developed e-government presence on the internet, source availability 

in English (or a language the author could understand) also proved to be scarce. Government 

statements are included as sources for internet regulation where available, and were sought when 

referenced by news articles in their reporting of events. Where they have not been available, news 

reports have been used as evidence of regulation occurring.
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Case Selection
Cases were selected on the basis of primary source availability, regime type, and region. For a case to 

satisfy the requirement of primary source availability, internet penetration data had to be available, as 

well as records of government efforts to the control the internet. Some states, such as North Korea, 

which !t the criteria of regime type and region do not publish internet penetration data.120  Such 

data is crucial in supporting that usage has increased during the second generation of the internet, 

despite availability of other primary sources. 

 Regime type was determined through referencing Polity IV Project data.121  e Polity IV 

Project has been used extensively by researchers in similar endeavors to classify regimes and conduct 

quantitative analysis.122  With the exception of the case of the United States, all other cases are non-

democracies. For a state to satisfy this criteria, it had to have a 2011 Polity score of 5 to −10. Scores 

above 5 are considered democracies. e !nal criteria was region. Regional diversity was desired, and 

as such this study includes case from Europe, the MENA, Central Asia, and Asia-proper.

 According to Robert Yin in Case Study Research, the number of cases in multiple case studies 

is irrelevant, as qualitative case research relies on replication logic, not sampling logic. Sampling logic 

is not compatible with multi-case studies in the social sciences because they do not do a good job of 

“assessing the prevalence of phenomena”. If any statistical conclusions were to be desired, an 

“impossibly large” amount variables would render this task insurmountable.123 According to Yin, the 

goal of multi-case studies is to achieve as wide of a gamut of results allowed within the chosen set of 

theories as possible. erefore, the number of cases in this thesis was dictated by the amount of 

deeply contrasting results. I accomplished this through choosing cases where there was regulation of 

the internet in all regulators, as well as authoritarian states that did not control the internet through 

every regulator124. 
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Case Structure
Each case is organized into two parts, a background, and an empirical section. Background sections 

provide an overview of ICT development and restriction in the case state during the !rst generation 

of the internet. e purpose of the background is to establish context for the empirical section. 

Empirical analysis contains the presentation of the !ndings, my interpretation of the results, and 

conclusions on the implications for political liberalization.

 e empirical section contains two subsections. Findings, the !rst section, explores the 

complexity and diversity of internet control in each case state from 2005 to 2012. It is where legal, 

market-based, architectural, and socially normative restrictions are de!ned, and generations of 

internet control are identi!ed. e second section is the discussion. In the discussion I interpret 

regulatory and generational !ndings, and make conclusions on how internet control has impacted 

aspects of political liberalization.
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Belarus

Background
Belarus adopted the internet in 1993.125  From its !rst connection until 2005, the government’s 

approach to the internet has been characterized by the implementation of !rst generation internet 

controls. State institutions were connected to the internet in 1997 under a program initiated by 

American philanthropist George Soros. Soros’ foundation invested heavily in the state, and internet 

connections were to be expanded from the government agencies to educational institutions. e 

program was halted when the foundation could not operate in the country any longer due to 

bureaucratic stalling and accusations of tax-fraud. e foundation pulled out of the country shortly 

thereafter, leaving the government with a new internet infrastructure. Before the closure, the Soros 

Foundation was the largest independent NGO in the country.126  Internet development in the 90s 

was slow. As a result the internet was not closely monitored by the government during this period. 

Independent journalists accounted that the internet during this time was their only outlet for 

uncensored publishing, but that the medium had no reach for the common Belorussian citizen.127

 Internet penetration remained below 2% until 2001, at which point internet growth took 

off. Belarus has 180,000 internet users in 2001, which increased to 1.39 million users in 2003. 

Unsurprisingly, it was at this point during the period that evidence of !rst generation internet 

controls surfaced. During the 2001 Presidential election, won by the incumbent Lukashenko, 

internet-based independent media sites were blocked.128  Following the election, the national 

surveillance laws were extended to include information on the internet, and “unauthorized 
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appropriation of information through usage of computer technology” became the most common 

cyber-crime not longer after.129  In 2004 the Belorussian KGB arrested an American citizen 

“specializing in the internet” on the heels of a constitutional referendum to extend the president’s 

term limit.130 In 2005 !rst generation internet controls were exercised in the blocking of opposition 

websites, and discussion forums critical of the government.131

 After meager internet development in the 1990s, Belarus experienced astonishing internet 

growth after the new millennium. At the end of the !rst generation, in 2005, the internet users in 

the country already numbered 2.46 million users – a quarter of the population. With the internet’s 

newfound popularity came the usage of website blocking, a !rst generation control, to suppress 

access to opposition websites. Increased usage of the internet also translated into new laws governing 

the medium’s popularity.

Findings on the Belorussian Internet
In the period of 2005 − 2012, internet use in Belarus grew signi!cantly. At the start of this period, 

the state’s internet users amounted to 2.46 million.132 Recent statistics indicate that this has increased 

to 6.8 million users in 2012.133   Belarus has met this increase in connected users with internet 

control across all four regulators.

 Market constriction of the internet in Belarus is subtle, and comes in the form of a state 

monopoly on telecommunications. Private ISPs are permitted to operate but must be licensed, and 

provide second-tier134  services.135  Independent Belorussian ISPs cannot provide their own 

connection infrastructure, cannot directly connect users, and have no say in the establishment of 
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external gateways.136  Private ISPs cannot provide IP-telephony services, which is the exclusive 

domain of the state monopoly. e external gateways of the Belorussian telecommunications 

monopoly, Beltelecom, are largely run through the Russian internet. Beltelecom also controls the 

domain name registration for the state’s TLD, .by.137 While growth in internet users indicates there is 

no overt control of the internet market through !nancial means, Beltelecom retains extensive 

infrastructure controls. Control of external gateways allows for easy placement of surveillance and 

monitoring technology, as independent connections to the global internet are not permitted.

 First generation strategies are still widely utilized in this second period of the internet, but 

their application is more precise. In March 2006 authorities blocked access to 37 opposition websites 

during a presidential election. One of the websites made unavailable was that of the opposition 

presidential candidate.138  In the two years following the election, ONI testing revealed that blocking 

of websites was con!rmed on seven main ISPs.139  At the next presidential election in 2010, 

widespread blocking of opposition content was also reported.140  Internet-mediated protests 

concerning the state of the economy in 2011 also brought with them new waves of government-

imposed !ltering.141  With increased internet usage, it is clear that the government has expanded 

architectural constriction of the internet. is notion is supported by reports of purchases of new 

web censorship technology from American companies in early 2013.142

 e market and architectural constraints in Belarus, if considered separately, are !rst and 

second generation controls, respectively. For censorship to be considered second-generation, legal 

foundations need to exist for government internet control.143  e legal foundation for censorship has 

increased greatly in number and extent over the information-laws detailed in the background. In 
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2007 Lukashenko announced intentions to legally regulate speech on the internet in order to prevent 

it becoming an “information garbage heap”.144  In June of 2008, the Belorussian parliament 

introduced a legal framework for the regulation of websites, their content, and registration of 

content-owners.145 Laws requiring identi!cation of website owners appeared a year later, in 2010.146 

Presidential Decree No. 60 was issued in 2010 and instructed the authorities to retain records that tie 

internet activities to particular users.147  In 2012, the usage of some foreign websites by Belorussian 

content creators was forbidden with a new media law.148

 Second-generation controls on new media are also exempli!ed by constrictions in the socially 

normative regulator. Detention, beatings, and intimidation of internet-based press have increased in 

frequency during this period, with the purpose of encouraging self-censorship.149  In one example, 

the KGB issued threats of violence and imprisonment to outspoken social media users on Twitter.150 

Challenges to the authoritarian regime such as $ashmobs and clapping protests have been met with 

crackdowns on applause and prohibitions on loitering.151 Controls that aim to steer discourse away 

from topics that a regime !nds offensive are an example of third-generation controls.  ere is 

limited evidence of third-generation controls in use in Belarus. In July 2011 the regime cloned the 

Twitter account of a visiting journalist for e Independent, and used it to spread misinformation.152 

Attempting to produce cognitive changes by way of internet control is decidedly an evolved, third 

generation strategy,153  yet their occurrence in Belarus has been sporadic.
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 e Belorussian government is approaching internet regulation with increasingly complex 

measures. From 2005 to 2012, the degree of censorship in the country expanded in all four 

regulators. Increasing efforts at control are especially seen in law and architecture regulators. As 

freedom of speech is restricted, internet content has been blocked at politically sensitive times. e 

breadth of control extends to socially-normative regulation, where self-censorship has been motivated 

through intimidation, laws, and the recording of user activity. Interactivity between activity in the 

regulators is evidence of internet control evolving beyond the second-generation of censorship.

Implications for Liberalization
A regulator is democratic if it enhances access to civil liberties, and undemocratic if it restricts access 

to those liberties. In the case of Belarus, government regulation has been based on increasing the 

safety of users online, as well as reducing the “anarchy” inherent to the medium.154  Safety on the 

internet translates into keeping users away from speech that spreads “lies and dirt”, as well as 

preventing social unrest.155  Restricting the content users are allowed to see is an example of limited 

freedom of speech and expression. Laws prohibiting loitering and public unrest (e.g. clapping) are 

examples of limiting freedom of assembly.156  Additionally, self-censorship has come about due to 

regulatory activity. Internet users in Belarus do not possess alternatives to a state-regulated internet, 

as the market is closed to true competition. erefore, each regulator of internet constraint in 

Belarus is undemocratic; combined, these restrictions represent denial of access to freedoms of 

assembly and speech. Restrictions are enforced through monitoring, and threats of violence and 

imprisonment, which are demonstrative of the coercive power the regime has gained through the 

internet.

 In order to avoid punishment under Belorussian laws that forbid unsanctioned political 

gatherings, digitally-mediated collective action has been used to organize protests that skirt by official 

regulations. Protests in 2005 − 2012 have taken a unique turn toward silent and performance-based 
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civil disobedience. Twitter and other social networks have been used to organize these protests.157 

e presence of mobs indicate that there are high risks associated with traditional or more stable 

means of organizing. In Belarus, despite government control attempts thus far, the internet mediates 

these risks to the extent that it allows the formation of these groups. Mobs, however, are limited in 

their longevity and scope of action. While reports of Belorussian protests have reached the Western-

media, I argue that collective action in the state has been on the whole, ineffective. e lack of 

evidence indicating protests that take on some other form of social organization (social movements, 

or CSOs) leads to the assertion that the regime is effective in its repression. e increase in internet 

penetration has logically brought with it an increase in protest action. If usage continues to increase, 

as has been the case since the internet’s inception in the state, the regime will respond in one of two 

ways. e !rst will be a gradual reform response to an increasingly aware and connected public. e 

second possibility will come in the form of swifter, harsher and more comprehensive internet 

control. e internet has enabled the regime to monitor and police the citizenry to an extent that 

higher-forms of collective action still do not occur, so it is likely that the latter scenario will take 

hold. With reports of the government purchasing new internet surveillance equipment, there are 

indications that this is already the case.158

 Analysis of the case of Belarus through the mass-media dependency theory shows that the 

public and government are heavily in$uenced by the internet. In the case of the public, there are 

clear cognitive, affective, and behavior effects. e internet has been used in organizing protests that 

concern worsening economic conditions. Social media was used to create a “we feeling” – an affective 

media effect.159  Decisions to protest, mediated by social media in these cases are evidence that it can 

be used to activate the public, a behavioral consequence of dependence. In the context of cognitive 

effects, the habit of using social media to coordinate and organize protests constitutes a ambiguity 

resolution effect. e government is also keen to exploit the public’s media dependency through these 

effects. Knowing the popularity of Twitter, it cloned a popular journalist’s account and disseminated 

misinformation.160  e presence of official government Twitter accounts is an example of agenda-

setting as well as an attempt at attitude formation. e regime exploits the public’s affective 
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dependency on media through the usage of fear. Fear of access or creating libelous content on the 

internet, promulgated through control of the regulators, has resulted in self-policing.

 Internet-mediated protests have occurred during every presidential election since the 

technology arrived in Belarus.161  ese incidents are examples of both mirror-holding and window-

opening. Using the internet to organize and protest, as is the case with the founding of the 

Charter97 website, are attempts to hold the government accountable to its own citizens. e 

blocking of opposition websites during these protests indicates an attempt to sti$e sources of 

information that would contribute to this effect. e blocking of social network sites is an example 

of the government attempting to restrict the potential of both mirror-holding and window-

opening.162 

 Activity in the law, market, social, and architectural regulators in Belarus has been 

overwhelming undemocratic. is is a testament to the increasing popularity of the internet in the 

country. Activity that promotes the open internet does not exist, and transparency in the surveillance 

and monitoring of the public is lackluster. e coercive potential for the regime has been enhanced 

via the internet, with, for instance, its ability to predict the location of $ashmobs based on 

surveillance gains.163  Although the internet has been used to organize acts of opposition, they have 

consistently remained unsophisticated in their agenda and ineffective. rough complex systems of 

control, the government maintains the upper-hand in a increasingly connected society. Political 

liberalization has not been achieved through the use of the internet during this time, but it remains 

to be seen whether the regime will stay the course in response to increasing penetration.
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China

Background
 China’s internet adoption in 1996 represented a two-fold shift from the status quo. First, the 

internet was designated as a “Golden Project”, which meant it would receive additional development 

focus. Secondly, the internet-using demographic began to shift from those in the academic and 

research sectors, to the general public. ChinaNET, the country’s !rst ISP began accepting subscribers 

in 1995, ending its !rst month of operation with 800 subscribers. At the end of 1998, internet 

penetration indicated at least 2.1 million users. In 2000 internet penetration had more than 

quadrupled, reaching 8.9 million users.164  

 e authorities saw the internet as a way to bring China out of economic and technological 

isolation, a nasty state of existence imposed on the country by the legacy of the Cultural Revolution. 

Cullen and Choy argue that this was the basis for China’s “need to communicate”. Government 

agencies, institutions, and local authorities could bene!t greatly from the enhanced communication 

ability that the internet promised. Market economy principles also increased the demand for better 

communication. However, Chinese officials were deeply concerned with the $ow of open 

information after the Student Democratic Movement in 1989 demonstrated the potential of open 

information to sow dissent. It was therefore that the regime approached the internet with extreme 

caution and control.165  

 Internet control began with the use of censorship and legislation –  !rst and second generation 

methods – at the end of 1997. e initial dusting of restriction blocked several human rights and 

dissident websites, and increased the scope of several defamation and speech restrictive laws to 

include the internet.166  Construction of the “Great Firewall of China” would begin in 1998 under 

the moniker of the “Golden Shield”. is eight-year initiative, completed in 2006, would be internet 
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censorship’s claim to fame. e start of the Golden Shield was a reaction to the Falun Gong and the 

Chinese Democratic Party both utilizing the internet for their purposes.167

 e period of 1996 – 2005 is one of experimentation, and is littered with reports of increased 

!ltering and blocking on behalf of the regime, as well as easings. China quietly lifted blocks on 

popular news media websites before a meeting of the Asia Paci!c Economic Cooperation forum 

(APEC) in 2001, which was seen as a temporary measure to placate visiting journalists.168  But, 

relaxing internet restrictions was the exception, not the rule. China continued to increase the reach 

and scope of its blocking, with the censorship of Google in 2002.169  In the same year, Zittrain and 

Edleman concluded that China had the strictest internet control regime that existed,170  and that 

censorship of sexually explicit content was of far lesser importance than Western media and political 

websites.171  As China progressed through its taming of the internet in this period, it became clear 

that greater internet control was a long-term goal. In a study of Chinese censorship in 2004 and 

2005, the Open Initiative (ONI) found that China’s !ltering “has become at once more re!ned and 

comprehensive over time”. is conclusion is especially damning in the context of China having 

almost half of the world’s internet users at the time of this study. According to the study, Internet 

censorship was to become more complex and encroaching. Lastly, the report asserts that there is no 

room for democratization to occur in China’s “internet environment”.172 
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Findings on the Chinese Internet
 China has the largest population, and correspondingly the most internet users.173  ere is 

constriction in each regulator, and that characteristics of these controls represent !rst, second, and 

third-generation controls. Lastly, restrictions of each generational type are well developed. 

 Grand plans for internet control have been in the works ever since the internet was !rst 

conceived in China, with the “Golden Shield” project. e completion of this Golden Shield – now 

colloquially referred to as the “Great Firewall of China” (GFC) – lay a foundation for comprehensive 

!rst and second generation control. e GFC is perhaps the most complex example of architectural 

internet regulation that has ever existed.174  ONI testing has found that there is evidence of 

“pervasive” !ltering in Chinese for both political and con$ict-related content, while “substantial” 

!ltering exists for objectionable social content.175 Since its completion in-concept, the Great Firewall 

has been constantly tweaked to re$ect political, social, and situational instability, a trait of second-

generation architectural !ltering. e 2008 Beijing Olympics were censored, despite the government 

denying it would do so, on several occasions.176 An extreme example of this “just in time” censorship 

was the total internet blackout of Xinjiang in 2009 that lasted 10 months, and was originally spurred 

by Uyghur riots in the region.177  Situational blocking also occurred before Communist Party 

Congresses178, and on anniversaries of the Tianamen Square Massacre179. Blocking also occurs during 

pivotal political moments that do not occur within China. In 2009 all searches for “Namibia” were 

blocked when the premier’s son was implicated in unfair trading by the European Union.180 Chinese 

authorities also adjusted the GFC to protect against any spillover from the Arab Spring at the end of 
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January181, and March 2011182 . Chinese vigilance in internet-!ltering has resulting in a system that 

is by its very architecture, constantly changing to respond to events within the country and outside. 

Sophistication is seen in GFC attempts to block ideas that the regime !nds distasteful, rather than 

singular words.183   ere is also a unique human element to China’s immense internet-control 

architecture. e “Fifty Cent Party” originating in 2005 is comprised of over 280,000 line-toting 

commentators that post pro-regime propaganda and steer the direction of online opinions.184  e 

name for the group comes from the amount of money a member receives for each pro-government 

posting.185

 Legal restrictions on the Chinese internet focus on prioritization of information designated by 

the regime, as well as restricting the in$uence of outside media. Early evidence of these legal 

measures is seen in September 2005, where the government imposed limits on “news and other 

information available to Internet users, and sharply restricted the scope of content permitted on Web 

sites”. ese new laws required large Chinese search engines to remove commentary and for news 

media sites to “give priority” to government-provided news, laying a foundation for third generation 

control with second generation methods (laws).186  In 2007, the authorities prepared for the 17th 

Party Congress by cracking down on illegal websites resulting in the shut down of 18,401 sites.187  In 

January of 2009, the legal basis for removing online content was further expanded under the guise of 

“vulgar” content that was seen as corrupting youth.188 ese regulations resulted in the deletion of 3 
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million objectionable items, as well as the closing of 1,250 websites.189  Efforts to restrict the $ow of 

independent information also resulted in the formation of a “journalist black list” in February of 

2009. Reporters that were found in violation of these new laws would be, “excluded from engaging 

in news reporting”.190  at same year Chinese authorities attempted to require the installation of 

surveillance software on every computer purchased for use in China. e “Green Dam” software and 

accompanying regulations were designed to protect children from content that the regime would 

!nd offensive. Green Dam was dropped due to implementation challenges and public outcry.191 

Numerous legal restrictions were placed on online gambling in 2009 under the guise of government-

mandated moral guidance.192 

 Legal restrictions are being used to limit online anonymity. In 2010 authorities instituted new 

rules for setting up “personal websites”, where the creator must register with a government agency 

and have their picture taken before being allowed to publish a website.193 China’s internet-based are 

imposed “just in time”, much-like many of its architecture-based measures to limit the internet.194 In 

2011, on the heels of the Tunisian Arab Spring, the government outlawed the jasmine $ower. e 

ban on the $ower was designed to preempt any calls made on the internet to “stroll silently holding 

the jasmine $ower”, thereby making any invitations to protest fall on deaf, censored, ears.195e 

move to ban a $ower after news of Tunisian revolts were spread was largely seen as legal intimidation, 

to supplement any leaks in the Great Firewall.196 

 Regulation of the internet through market forces is also present in the Chinese case. 

Traditional market manipulation of the internet relies on the arti!cial in$ating of the access price for 

subscribers and it is unlikely that there are market controls of this sort, or that there will be in the 
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future. is is evident when considering that China’s rural internet users account for 27.6%197 of the 

internet users in the country.198   Control over the internet through the market in China has been 

through methods far more subtle than price controls. China is steadily pushing out foreign internet 

companies in place of Chinese equivalents that can be more easily controlled. Google had to sacri!ce 

the openness of the information it provided to users as a condition of entering the market in 

2006.199 is provided an opportunity for more-compliant Chinese !rms such as Baidu to enter the 

web-search market.200  After the Xinjiang riots in 2009, Twitter and other micro-blogging services 

were shut down in China, only to be replaced by Sino Weibo, a home-grown service. Weibo’s user 

base now exceeded that of  the entirety of Twitter eight-fold as of 2011.201  YouTube was similarly 

blocked in March of 2008 after Tibetan protest videos occurring during that time were posted on the 

site.202  It has since been replaced by a Chinese alternative Youku.203  Substitution of web sites with 

Chinese counterparts has resulted in 95% of web site requests in China being made to sites within 

the country, supporting the argument that market control is aiding in content substitution.204

 Unrelenting attempts at control of the Chinese internet through architecture, law, and the 

market have had powerful implications for the !nal, socially normative regulator. Regulation in these 

other spheres has rede!ned the information Chinese netizens seek, and where they !nd this 

information.205  e steering of the public on the internet is a consequence of third generation 

control, as !lters alone cannot control an internet user base the size of China’s. e beginnings of 

restriction in this regulator can be seen in  2006, where over 3,000 internet companies signed 
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“Public Pledge of Self-Discipline for the Chinese Internet Industry”.206 In this document, companies 

pledge to abide by government requests to remove content, and prioritize government propaganda 

over other information. Methods such as these have isolated the Chinese internet from the wider 

global version, and led to the creation of Chinese versions of popular internet services. Homegrown 

internet services such as Weibo and Youku are then easily controlled by the government. As these 

local services are easily accessible compared to their global counterparts, self-censorship is greatly 

encouraged, and the need for !ltering is decreased. In the Chinese case, generational controls run the 

gamut, and are highly advanced as was seen in the example of “just in time” legislation.

Implications for Liberalization
Constriction is present in each regulator, and controls are expressed through every generational 

typology. Such highly advanced internet control, I argue, has had two impacts on forces of 

liberalization in China. Firstly, dependency on the internet has increased accountability through 

mirror-holding. Secondly, it has also reinforced the stability of the regime, limited window-opening, 

and asserted the government’s control over the public sphere through third-generation controls.

 China’s legal basis for internet control is impressive in its speci!city, as well as scope. Internet-

speci!c legislation requires registration of internet users, and is also implemented at sensitive times. 

is leads to an undemocratic legal regulator. e Great Firewall of China is the most complex 

architectural control available, able to semantically !lter, as well as block entire regions off from the 

internet, as in the case of Xinjiang. For this reason, the architectural regulator is undemocratic. e 

market regulator is undemocratic because of the presence of internet companies that easily bend to 

the whims of the regime. ird generation controls that have arisen due to controls in these three 

regulators have caused the socially normative regulator to be undemocratic; this is due to the scarce 

availability of content from the wider web, self-censorship, and the government’s competition in 

providing internet content.

 e internet has been successfully harnessed by the government to increase the capacity of its 

authoritarian rule. In Testing the Internet’s Effect on Democratic Satisfaction, Bailard describes the 

theory of “window-opening” which provides a frame of reference for a country’s citizens thereby 

facilitating democratization in the host state.207 Architectural restrictions on the internet such as the 
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GFC reduce the opportunity for citizens to compare their own political situation with other 

countries. e prospects for the internet offering window-opening are further reduced by legal 

restrictions, such as those prioritizing government-fed news, and blacklisting journalists. Market-

based regulations constrict the sources of information, and what kind of news Chinese citizens 

receive. In turn, regulations on law, architecture, and the market reduce the desire and increase the 

costs for Chinese netizens to seek outside information. is !nal effect composes the socially 

normative regulations on the Chinese internet. e inability for Chinese citizens to attain 

information from the global internet forms part of China’s digital authoritarian success story, itself 

the crown-jewel of third generation internet censorship techniques.208

 Overwhelming internet control regime appears to have increased government accountability in 

China, albeit super!cially. Rising government accountability due to digital media can be explained 

through Bailard’s “mirror-holding” theory:

…the Internet improves the capacity of citizens in developed and developing 

democracies, and even authoritarian nations, to make informed and accurate 

evaluations of their governments— shaping their satisfaction accordingly.209

Even if the news that is that Chinese citizens see on the internet is being controlled by the 

authoritarian regime, the citizens still judge their country by that content. ird generation controls  

in China show the government’s successful competition in the informational space, which legitimizes 

the undemocratic regime. Several anti-corruption protests that have been inspired by viral internet 

phenomena in China. One such example occurred in 2008 with a rape-murder case that was 

mishandled by the police. e case sparked riots, both in the physical world and cyberspace, 

prompting officials to go back on previous statements and terminate the ineffective officers 

responsible.210  Such rioting is a clear example of mirror-holding, where citizens, through the 

internet, can “re$ect on the performance of their government”. Traditional media does not provide 

mirror-holding effects without the internet acting as facilitator.211  Another example of mirror-

holding in action was the investigative report published by Chinese journalists on tainted milk in 
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August of 2008. Legal action was taken only after the journalists published their report, despite 

warnings occurring beforehand.212

 Divergent mirror-holding and window-opening effects are a byproduct of internet media 

dependence and third generation controls. e divergence is explained through the basic premise of 

media systems dependency and the tripartite relation between media, audience and society. In this 

context, this states that cognitive, affect, and behavioral effects of the internet increase as it meets 

more needs, and serve “central information functions”.213  e government has made its citizens 

reliant on the public sphere it has assumed control of, through the promotion of the internet 

development across the country, the restriction of the outside web, and the construction of a local 

Chinese-web. Denial of objectionable content – or, window-opening capability – has steered internet 

activity into approved (third-generation) channels. In their support of the Chinese web, the 

government has thus enabled an increased capacity to mirror-hold through official internet outlets. 

Media dependence is strongest when there are structural problems in a society.214 In China, digitally-

mediated action against corruption is a clear example of this.

 Monitoring of subversive elements is now more sophisticated technologically but far more 

effective. Legal restrictions described in the previous section support the notion of enhanced coercion 

and surveillance such as China’s surveillance of Skype215. Collective action risks remain appropriately 

high for an authoritarian regime. In the !rst period of the country’s internet experience this is seen 

with the imprisonment of Falun Gong supporters that utilized the internet.216  Repression of the 

Falun Gong, and other groups has continued unhindered into this time period as well.217  Collective 

action is seen as one of the largest threats the internet can offer to the consolidation of the regime, 

and is rarely expressed outside of cyberspace. When it is, it is in the forms of riots, or mobs. is can 

be explained by the government’s total control on civil society offline and online. is was 
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demonstrated with the 2009 Urumqi riots in Xinjiang.218 e government has gone to great lengths 

in the second generation to prevent internet-inspired collective action, as was shown with the 

banning of Jasmine $owers during the time of the Arab Spring.219  Social movements of the type 

theorized by Etling et al exist in China, but they do not take part in digitally-mediated action. When 

the internet plays a role in collective action, mobilization materializes in mob-form.220 Expressions of 

political mobilization are mediated by total control of internet discourse in the country. Authorities 

attempt to steer netizens away from touchy subjects before they become examples of collective action 

and can cause mobs.

  Despite evidence suggesting that accountability has increased, regulations placed on the 

internet in China by the government have meant that all four regulators are undemocratic. e 

internet has contributed to the instruments of coercion at the disposal of the Chinese government. 

e Great Firewall has expanded the ability for the state to repress on a wider scale. Since 2006 when 

the Great Firewall was launched, arrests for “endangering state security” have climbed generously 

every year.221  irdly, the lucrative Chinese market has forced foreign companies to comply with 

government censorship schemes at the expense of their moral compass. Lastly, the government has 

attained control of the public sphere, managing to control the discourse of popular opinion in 

cyberspace, and appearing to increase accountability through the internet by way of officially 

sanctioned web resources. 222   Expanded internet control has entrenched authoritarian power, and 

weakened prospects of democratization.
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Egypt

Background
From the time of Egypt’s !rst connection in 1993, the government has imposed few controls on the 

internet. is was an idiosyncratic approach to the internet, compared with other MENA states such 

as Saudi Arabia, which imposed heavy censorship in the name of morality, from the very beginning. 

Egypt’s experience may be an accident – attributed to the ignorance of its leaders to the information 

potential of the internet. omas Friedman wrote that the “Mubarak Cabinet is dominated by aging 

apparatchiks who think the internet is something you catch !sh with on the Nile.”223  Kalathil and 

Boas argued the development of the !rst period of the internet was encouraged on economic 

grounds, with little concern for consequences of open information. Traditional foreign media outlets 

were subject to official censorship, and local media practiced self-censorship, but the internet was 

largely ignored as a platform for objectionable material by the regime. Around 2000, the print-

edition of e Cairo Times responded to government censorship of its print edition, by creating a 

“what the censor has cut from our print edition” section on its website.224  Relative to its neighbors, 

Egypt was an internet success story. Projects to connect villages and rural areas emerged during this 

!rst generation.225  Archeological projects were aided by the technology in 1998.226  Egypt was the 

!rst middle-eastern state to host the international internet forum in 2000, a move representative of 

the country’s “addiction” to the technology at the time.227  

 Although there was no apparent blocking of websites during the !rst period, there is evidence 

to suggest that authorities began monitoring the internet for suspicious activities. In the summer of 

2001, scores of men were tried for “immoral” acts perpetrated through their usage of the internet.228 
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e webmaster of a popular online weekly al-Ahram was arrested the same year for posting a libelous 

poem on the site. Despite such events, Kalathil and Boas report that Egyptian CSOs were making 

active use of the internet during this period. e authors’ report indicates that the internet in Egypt 

has posed a considerable threat to the regime because of its low penetration.229  According to the 

International Telecommunications Union internet penetration has grown steadily in Egypt. Growth 

in the !rst-generation was slower than that of other case states. In 1998 penetration was 0.6% of the 

population. Penetration increased to 7%, or 5.1 million users by 2006.230

Findings on the Egyptian Internet
Egypt’s approach to internet control has continued to be unique for an authoritarian state from 2005 

to 2012. rough the framework for regulation I contend there is light interplay between 

constrictions in each regulator. ere is no evidence to suggest !rst generation controls are widely 

used beyond 2 incidents. Second-generation controls exist, but are con!ned to the legal regulator. 

Socially normative activity only exists as a consequence of legally based restrictions. Evidence also 

suggests that due to increased internet usage during this period, the regime has taken a greater 

interest in controlling the internet than what was seen in the !rst period of the internet.

 From 2005 to 2012, architectural restrictions have been scarcely employed. e !rst recorded 

incident was in March 2005 with the blocking of the Muslim Brotherhood website. ese blocks 

followed the implementation of new laws that permitted the existence of opposition parties earlier 

that year.231  is incident of blocking pales in comparison to the shutting off of most of Egypt’s 

internet routes in 2011, the second incident. During the protests in 2011, the government shut off 

the country’s inbound and outbound routes with the exception of one link to keep the Egyptian 

stock exchange online.232  e ease with which the internet was cut off in Egypt can be attributed to 

basic and blunt controls in the market regulator. Private ISPs such as Vodafone complied with 

government requests during the 2011 protests to protect their infrastructure from a ‘forced’ 
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government shut down.233  is amounts to intimidation of the private sector, which constitutes the 

only evidence for market based restrictions on the internet in Egypt. Penetration rates during the 

studied period rose from 12.75% in 2005 to over 35% in 2011 and continue to grow, making 

regime-imposed !nancial manipulation unlikely.234 

 Sophistication in Egyptian internet constriction has a legal basis. Since 2005, the government 

developed a legal framework for criminalizing certain internet-related activities. is began with a 

state order that internet cafes keep records on the identities of their users in February 2005.235  2008 

was a busy year for legislating the Egyptian internet. In this year, the regime ordered that anonymous 

mobile phone sales be discontinued.236  Secondly, a broadcasting company was punished for airing 

footage of protests critical of the government.237  irdly, August 2008 saw the implementation of a 

law that made posting online content found to be contributive to “social unrest”, illegal. is bill 

also created an agency for the enforcement of these restrictions.238  Fourthly, the government 

mandated that internet cafes record more information about their customers, including phone 

numbers and email addresses.239 In 2009, pornographic content on the internet was banned240, and 

the following year the regime imposed licensing restrictions on senders of mass SMS messages, a 

move said to be targeted at opposition groups.241

 e Egyptian government has used the underlying legal framework to prosecute internet-

content authors, and generate self-censorship. In 2007 a blogger was arrested and imprisoned for 
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authoring posts that “insulted Islam” as well as the president.242  A blogger was indicted on charges 

related to social unrest in 2008. e 2011 popular upheaval was met with the arrest of online protest 

coordinator and Google executive, Wael Ghonim. e show of force on the part of the police forces 

during these protests was also meant to discourage further incidents.243

 Laws and encouragement of self-censorship (socially normative controls) against digitally-

mediated action are examples of second-generation controls. ese controls are distinguished by their 

focus on denying access to the internet through legal and other non-technological measures. e 

essence of Egyptian internet control has remained within the second-generation, and use of !rst-

generation controls has been sporadic at best. Controls have not expanded to into the third-

generation, as the regime has not offered its public viable alternatives to the objectionable content it 

has outlawed.244

Implications for Liberalization
e Egyptian regime’s confused approach to internet control has had implications for collective 

action, and opinion generation. e unregulated internet in an autocratic atmosphere allowed 

conditions for the Arab Spring to materialize in 2011.

 Architectural and market regulators were democratic, while law and socially-normative 

regulators exhibited characteristics of pervasive, and unrelenting control. Denial of civil liberties 

appeared in the form of laws preventing freedom of speech on the internet, such as the audio/visual 

content law in 2008. e imprisonment of bloggers and activists in 2008, 2009, and 2011 were 

attempts at dissuading similar behavior from the public. is was an undemocratic socially-

normative control. As internet penetration continues to rise, and there has not been a (sustained) 

pattern of blocking access to websites, architectural and market regulators in Egypt are democratic.

 Asymmetrical control of the internet through the four regulators has strengthened the mode 

of mob protesting in Egypt, as heavy handed control over the physical public sphere is not echoed in 

Egyptian cyberspace. Open internet has allowed for the creation of social organization that is 
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typologically mob-like. e food riots in 2008245 and the Arab Spring protests in 2011246 show that 

large popular movements in Egypt have had digital components of increasing importance. As these 

mobs effect entire swaths of Egyptian society, and appear to have few group boundaries, they can be 

considered “smart” mobs, as described by Rheingold.247 Internet-enabled mobs in Egypt dominated 

any discourse for political change in the country. Mobs have had little in the way of plans for 

democratizing the country, which has weakened higher forms of collective organization that were 

already present in the state. e lack of real democratizing change following the departure of 

President Mubarak is exemplary of the weak ties that is caused by mob-generated change. e 

political vacuum that followed the Arab Spring in Egypt is illustrative of what occurs under 

authoritarian regimes, where mob regimes excel at demanding change, whereas more complex forms 

of organization are proli!c implementers of change. In the Egyptian case, the internet served the 

purposes of the mob in demanding the removal of Mubarak, but its spontaneity allowed little 

opportunity for a social movement to take root. Social organization took this form because mobs 

possess the lowest risk to the individual, and are leaderless. ese traits render the traditional means 

of coercion that the regime had at its disposal ineffective – as was evidence with haphazard police 

responses to the upheaval.248

 e disconnection of the country’s internet was an acknowledgement on behalf of the 

government of its power in organizing popular support against the regime. In the context of 

window-opening, Egypt’s four day departure from the internet increased international support for 

popular action and raised awareness of the internal struggle. Google’s response to the outage 

substantiated window-opening through the creation of a call-in tweeting service.249   It also failed to 

quell internal unrest, and inspired the creation of workarounds to access unavailable social media 

services such as Twitter and Facebook. Both mirror-holding and window-opening were ironically 

strengthened by the shutting down of the internet in the country. Media unavailability in the 
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country is nothing new when considering the internet penetration in the country at the time250, but 

those that did pursue new ways of accessing services that were cut off did so at the bene!t of those 

that could not access the internet, or never had access in the !rst place. is notion is supported by 

scholars such as Howard, who argue that individuals with the clout to organize and change regimes 

utilize any available technological tools.251 

 e ingenuity in circumventing the internet outage shows a heavy dependency on new 

media. I argue that meager control of the internet on the government’s part contributed to a 

particular dependency on the internet and social media in Egypt, especially with the censorship of 

traditional media in mind. Egyptian media dependence displays all three characteristics of Rokeach’s 

theory. As alternative methods of reaching social media were implemented, the role of the media in 

alleviating ambiguity was highlighted. In their blocking of the entire internet, the regime attempted 

create ambiguity, as well as preventing attitude formation and agenda-setting from taking hold. 

Publication of injured protestors, or harsh government responses to collective action served as a 

rallying call, and a portrayal of “us versus them”. is is an example of the media’s power to control 

morale, an affective effect. As social media was used to organize protests and specify their location252, 

it had the behavioral effect of activation and de-activation. Without Facebook-based information, 

protestors would not have engaged in protests, or participated in protests that were known to be 

preempted by regime forces.

 e period of 2005 to 2012, has had uncertain results for Egyptian democracy. Law and 

socially normative regulators have been historically democratic, while the opposite is true for 

architectural and market regulators. e legal and normative foundations of internet control in 

Egypt have not been enough to consolidate the authoritarian regime of Hosni Mubarak. With a 

weak society, the gains of the open internet were realized by an ideologically uncoordinated but 

highly motivated citizenry. is resulted in the creation of mobs as the agents of change during the 

2011 protests. Window-opening was evident in that Egyptian mobs were “smart”, utilizing social 

media to coordinate protest movement and raise awareness. Accountability was also enhanced 

through the recording of police actions against protests, an example of mirror-holding. e internet 

enabled these forms of collective action and opinion generation, rendering the coercive apparatus of 
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the regime ineffective. ese elements contributed to the removal of the president, but were 

ineffective in establishing a long-term agenda for change.
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Iran

Background
Iran established internet access in 1993; it was the second Middle Eastern State to acquire access. e 

!rst period of ICTs in Iran were met with substantial growth.253  In 1992, Iran had 0.02% of its 

population connected to the internet, which grew to 8.1% in 2005.254 Prior to 2001, there was little 

government attention devoted to legislating and controlling the internet. e 21st century saw 

“explosive” internet growth in the country, which undoubtedly prompted its consideration by the 

regime. Internet use during the latter part of the !rst period expanded at a rate that dwarfed any 

other state in the region. Estimated annual growth between 2000 and 2005 was 48%.255 

Persecutions of the free press in the early 2000s256  contributed to their migration to internet-based 

publishing.257  e internet was heralded as one of the only uncensored platforms for the 

underground Iranian press.258  Phenomenal growth of blogging in the country was attributed to 

journalists seeking refuge in Iranian cyberspace.259

 Authorities laid the foundation for legal regulation of the internet in December 2001 with 

orders originating from the Supreme Council of the Cultural Revolution. ese decrees created a 

“the Committee in Charge of Determining Unauthorized Sites” (CCDUS), which began operating 

in 2002. e CCDUS was tasked with the creation of a block list of domains and websites. Speech 

on the internet was brought under the umbrella of Iran’s “Press Law of 1986” in 2000. Additionally, 
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a law passed in 2001 also subordinated all internet access authorities to the government.260 e legal 

and architectural foundation for control was established through the state-run telecommunications 

monopoly (Telecommunications Company of Iran) during this year. Private ISPs were required to 

route connections through the infrastructure of the TCI. In 2003 Iran furthered its reach into 

internet control by banning thousands of politically and morally (read: pornographic) objectionable 

websites,261  prompting its blogging community to protest to the UN later that year in Geneva.262 

Deibert et al report that Iran acquired the Western internet !ltration technology SmartFilter during 

the !rst generation, but was assumed to be developing its own system shortly thereafter.263  is is 

emblematic of Iran ratcheting up its control of the internet during this period. Pro-reformist websites 

were blocked in 2004, 264 despite protests,265  and arrests of bloggers began that same year.266  While 

Iran was slow to adjust to the internet prior to 2001, it is clear that the regime began taking the 

medium seriously before the !rst generation’s end.

Findings on the Iranian Internet
Control of Iranian ICTs expanded in generational and regulatory scopes from 2005 to 2012. e 

beginning of this period was de!ned through increased use of !rst and second generation controls. 

ird generation controls also began to appear in the socially normative regulator with the creation 

of locally-based alternatives to global web resources. Overall, constriction was broadened within each 

regulator.

 Iran constricts the internet through the market regulator by way of a telecommunications 

monopoly (TCI). In 2010, Nokia and Siemens were implicated in the sale of surveillance technology 
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to the government,267 and it is reported that Iranian ICT !ltering is now centralized through TCI.268 

Market regulation of the internet is not performed by price manipulation. is is also evidenced by 

continued growth of internet penetration through this period. From 2005 to 2011, internet users 

grew from 8.1% to 21% of the population.269  e strong position of TCI in the market allows the 

government to effectively implement control in the other regulators.

 Second-generation internet controls have matured from 2005 to 2012, and laws 

criminalizing internet speech have expanded, are become complemented by cyber enforcement 

units.270  In March 2007 the Ministry for Islamic Council and Guidance mandated that only 

registered and licensed bloggers could operate legally.271  Later that year, Iran commissioned its !rst 

internet police unit to combat economic offenses such as misleading internet advertisements.272 New 

media laws were exercised in the blocking of women’s rights websites in 2008.273  e scope of 

forbidden content was expanded in the November 2008 Cyber Crimes Bill, which eventually 

materialized as a 2009 Amendment to the Press Law of 1986. is amendment subjected online 

media sources to the same government oversight as the traditional press.274 e government created a 

cyber police unit in November 2009 on the heels of the Green Revolution to seek politically 

objectionable content, and punish offenders.275  In 2012, the regime required internet cafes to keep 

records of customer activity for 6 months,276  and set up another body to oversee the internet. is 
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body, e Supreme Council of the Virtual Space constitutes a trend of expanding second-generation 

controls with laws, enforcement, and increased legislative oversight.277

 Denial of access to global internet resources has increased in this period, and the state is 

increasing its architectural regulation capacity. Centralized !ltering was rumored to have started in 

2006.278  Filtering has been implemented at times, in a seemingly random fashion. is is 

demonstrated by repeated blocking and unblocking of Facebook.279 e regime has also shown their 

blocking prowess with situationally-aware architectural controls. Example of these include the weeks-

long ban on text messages in the summer of 2009,280  as well as the jamming of foreign media.281 

Internet was slowed and blocks expanded during protests in November 2009,282 as well as February 

2010.283  Additional waves of blocks were also implemented ahead of284  and during elections in 

February 2012.285  

 e Iranian government is creating their own “cyberzone”, constituting evidence of third-

generation ICT controls.286  Regime-sponsored internet alternatives are also indicative of an greater 

role in the socially normative regulator. In February of 2012, the regime blocked all Google services 

in order to direct traffic to local alternatives.287  In September of that year the creation of a regime-
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sponsored email service was announced, designed to compete with the likes of a blocked Gmail.288 

In December of 2012, the government announced the launch of Mehr, an alternative to the long-

since censored Youtube. ird-generation controls are also evidenced in the utilization of the internet 

as an offensive tool to steer discourse, affect cognitive change, and remove troublesome obstacles to 

consolidation. e !rst evidence of Iranian hacking units was seen in 2010.289  Popular US online 

services were also hacked by Iranian cyber police in January 2011.290

 e second generation of the internet in Iran is characterized by a development in internet 

use and constriction. Control is well established in each regulator, and is become third-generational 

with the launching of Mehr, and the intention to co-opt Gmail. Additionally, cyber attacks indicate 

that the internet is taking on a new prominence in Iranian defense.

Implications for Liberalization
ICT control extends to every regulator, and is present at every level of generational control. e 

government is increasing their control of the internet to prevent recurrences of collective action that 

were seen in 2009 with the Green Revolution. Appearance of third generation controls bespeaks a 

desire to proactively control the internet, counter mirror-holding and window-opening potential.

 e centralized nature of !ltering amounts to architecturally-sound control of the internet. 

Web resources are blacklisted if content is deemed objectionable, and service disruptions are also 

implemented during politically sensitive times.291  Roberts et al. found technological measures are 

also employed to restrict the use of circumvention tools.292  erefore, the architectural regulator is 

undemocratic. e state telecom monopoly enables architectural control, rendering the market 

regulator undemocratic.

 Findings show that the legal basis for censorship in Iran is also building. Bloggers are held 

accountable to laws which have historically restricted press freedom, and arrested if found in 

violation. Enforcement of cyberspace has spearheaded the creation and expansion of online police 
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forces, and new a new legislative body was set up in 2012 to enact internet-centric policy.293  is 

represents an expansion of second-generational controls and produces an undemocratic law 

regulator. e detention of bloggers, overt surveillance,294  and an unwelcoming legal environment 

for expression has increased self-censorship. ese socially normative effects are complemented by 

the creation of a local Iranian internet, which began with the launch of Mehr,295 and will also include 

a government provided email service.296 Lastly, cyber attacks performed on behalf of the government 

constitute online intimidation.297  e socially normative regulator is undemocratic, and becoming 

increasingly so.

 e risks of collective organization in Iran are high due to the strength of the regime’s 

coercive apparatus, most notably the Revolutionary Guard.298  When the cost of action is high, the 

internet shines as a medium for protest because of its low barriers to entry. In these cases mob-based 

organizing is expected, and is evidenced by events in Iran. e Green Revolution had traits of higher 

forms of organization in the context of its support for a legal reformist candidate Mir Hussein 

Mousavi, but was expressed in mob form. Mobs express a dissatisfaction with the status quo, which 

was the overarching theme of the breakthrough, rather than a proposal for an alternative course of 

action. Mousavi represented an alternative, but his particular views on the future of Iran were of little 

consequence to the protest taking on larger social issues, and the unfairness of the elections. e 

publication of gruesome videos299 on social networks perpetuated the mob’s cause, and was meant to 

raise awareness, but was ultimately ineffective in reaching any political aims. is highlights the 

limits of mob activity as outlined by Etling et al.300  International attention was focused on Iran 

through the use of social media, but internal change was far from being achieved. If internet-

mediated activity was used to organize and coordinate actions, the shape of collective organization 
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would have likely been one of a social movement. e lack of signi!cant protest activity before and 

after the Green Revolution supports the notion that there is no effective higher form of organizing 

that could bene!t from the internet.

 Iran is host to one of the largest blogging communities.301 e rise in internet usage, as well 

as regulatory focus, show that the authorities view the internet with great caution. e Green 

Revolution was a manifestation of both mirror-holding and window-opening. Pictures of the 

regime’s reaction to the protests were used as rallying calls for further protests302  and to raise 

awareness of the con$ict globally.303  In the context of the 2009 protests, the media had extensive 

behavioral effects. e Green Revolution “created a new set of events to be covered by the media”, 

with the coverage of repression, and solidi!ed the relationship between “us and them”, or the 

protestors and the Revolutionary Guard.304  e degree to which it contributed to issue formation 

(behavioral) and agenda-setting (cognitive) is represented by increasing degrees of internet control 

implemented on anniversaries of the events,305 as well as successive elections.306  Internet in Iran has 

also had affective effects on both the regime and the citizenry. It has encouraged the regime to 

control the internet to a greater degree, and steer the local cyber discourse– an affective trait 

consistent with fear, anxiety and trigger-happiness.307  Cyber attacks on US intelligence services and 

corporations such as Google are cognitive measures as they seek to disrupt and discredit groups that 

can enable the use of the internet in Iran for counter-regime action.308  e government’s foray into 

third-generation controls forms a desire to take the reins of the cognitive, affective, and behavior 

effects that the internet has instilled in Iran’s internet-using public.

 All four internet regulators are undemocratic in Iran. e state has a strong legal foundation 

on which to criminalize speech, and a capacity to enforce. Market and architecture serve the ends of 

other regulators. e coercive capacity of the regime in suppressing mass protests, and surveilling the 
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public is representative of either an internet that does not serve Iranian civil society, or a medium 

that aids the government. In either case, ICTs have not mediated the rise of social movements in the 

state as they have mobs. Iranian society is highly dependent on the medium with great affective 

rami!cations, separating itself from the regime. Evidence that the government is expanding control 

to the third generation lends weight to a government that is attempting to take control of the public 

sphere through complex and subtle measures. Segregation of the Iranian internet would also impact 

mirror-holding and window-opening. is alters accountability, and society’s ability to connect with 

the outside world, both of which were important in galvanizing support in 2009. Internet usage has 

changed forces of liberalization in Iran, but not enough for meaningful change to occur. is is 

especially true in the context of a regime which is increasingly adept at controlling digital media.
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Russia

Background
RUNET, the moniker for the Russian internet, emerged in the mid-1990s alongside its European 

and American counterparts. Initially, the internet was of little bother to Russian authorities, and was 

not thought of as a possible source of trouble.309 RUNET internet penetration during the !rst period 

of the internet is representative of low adoption and concern. In 1996, internet users amounted to 

only 0.27%  of the population. Growth was slow in the 90s, and internet usage only increased to 

1.98% by 2000.310  e government’s !rst attempt at control of the internet originated in legislation 

that allowed the Federal Security Service (FSB) to surveil telephone communications in 1995. is 

monitoring system was known as SORM. SORM was extended in 1998 to cover internet traffic, and 

was renamed SORM II.311 Requirements for the FSB to notify ISPs of monitoring under SORM II 

were then removed in July of 2000. Since the institution of SORM II, ISPs must provide traffic 

statistics to the FSB and install monitoring devices, which allow for real-time monitoring of traffic 

on the whim of the FSB.312

 Russia’s internet usage began to increase rapidly after 2000. By 2005, internet penetration 

had reached 15.23%. is period of growth was punctuated by legislation outlining the state’s 

“Doctrine of Information Security” in 2001, which declared the importance of ICTs as well as the 

state’s right to police cyberspace.313 In 2003 the Law of Communications sought to assure citizens of 

their rights to privacy on the internet, with exceptions for any superseding federal regulations. e 

internet in Russia is not officially named as a regulatory space under the state’s controversial Law on 

Mass Media of 1991, but has been enforced as such under the virtue of being a mass media tool. 
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Amendments to this law have since allowed sites to voluntarily register as mass media outlets, 

subjecting them to directly to this law, but also allowing them some press concessions. Licensing 

schemes for private ISPs were also introduced during these years. From 2003, ISPs were required to 

register with the Ministry for Telecommunications, and from 2005 had to obtain licenses for 

providing voice services (VoIP). Russia has largely ignored !rst generation ICT controls during this 

period, opting instead for building a second generation legal framework.314 is has been augmented 

with the steady expansion of SORM II, an architectural control that performs surveillance for its 

security services.

Findings on the Russian Internet
By its very etymology, RUNET points to Russia’s cyber-isolation from that of the rest of the world. 

Internet control in Russia is a consequence of second and third generation controls that largely exist 

in the law and socially normative regulators. ere is little market and architectural regulation in 

practice, but there is potential for a great degree of control in these regulators. Constriction exercised 

through normative and legal means has implications for market and architectural regulation in 

Russia. Internet usage in this period was 15.23% in 2005, and it has since climbed beyond 49%.315  

 Deibert et al specify !ve traits of a well-developed second-generation ICT regulatory 

environment. ese traits are: registration of sites, acceptable news media content, expanded libel 

and slander laws, and “evoking national security concerns”.316  Examples during this period illustrate 

that the legal basis for internet control in Russia shares every characteristic. e legal foundation of 

Russian ICT control is based off of laws on speech, libel, and national security that have been 

longstanding. While the internet is shoehorned into existing bodies of legislation, there are attempts 

to create new internet-centric policy. e !rst step towards an internet supervisory body was in the 

merging of two communications-regulatory agencies into one that oversees telecom and the internet 

in March 2007.317 In April 2007, a Prosecutor-General went on record calling for increased internet 
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censorship to combat terrorist elements.318 ese concerns came to fruition in 2012 with an internet 

blacklist populated by sites that are morally objectionable, and extremist.319  Regulation of the 

internet is consistent with that of other mass media sources such as television.320 As such, lawmakers 

have implemented policy in 2008 requiring registration321 of popular web sites to the Federal Agency 

for Print and Mass Communications.322 Mass media outlets that are subject to these restrictions may 

also be subject to informal guidelines for the publishing of “positive” news, which is politically 

sterile.323  Undisguised denial of content through legal means has also been witnessed with the 

publishing of Pussy Riot videos online, which were banned by a Moscow court.324

 ere is seemingly no desire to keep the internet from subscribers by way of !nancial means. 

However, market conditions in the ICT sector reinforce legal second generation controls. One such 

example is the Kremlin’s aggressive purchasing of private media companies, which is said to have 

started in 2007.325  Acquiring media companies is a way in which the government ensures its 

unofficial policy of “positive” news is implemented.326  e private internet sector is easily 

manipulated and intimidated by the government. ere is no state-run telecom monopoly; ISPs are 

free to construct their own infrastructure and connect to the external net, but must comply with 

internet monitoring schemes of the security services such as SORM.327
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 Architectural regulation of the internet seldom occurs during this period, with some notable 

exceptions. An early example are the DDoS attacks328  on opposition websites during the 2007 

“March of Dissent”.329  DDoS attacks originating from RUNET have also targeted other countries 

during sensitive times. Estonian government websites were targeted in 2007,330  and Georgian 

websites in 2008.331  DDoS is a second-generational strategy because of its focus on removing access 

to content.332  ese examples demonstrate the capability of the government to restrict internet 

availability on an as-need basis during sensitive times, and to reinforce second-generation controls in 

the meantime. With the institution of the 2012 internet blacklist, it is likely that overt blocking of 

websites will occur in the future. 

 Activity in the law, market, and architectural regulators act in concert to create an 

increasingly sophisticated system of third generation control. is is expressed in the socially 

normative regulator. rough a growing legal foundation to publishing on the internet, beginning 

with the classi!cation of mass media outlets in 2007, to the creation of a block list in 2012, the 

government is creating an atmosphere for self-censorship. Arrests of internet-based opposition !gures 

reinforces this notion. In 2011333  and 2012,334  Alex Navalny, a prominent opposition blogger, was 

arrested during election protests that were unauthorized. e authorities also detained members of 

Pussy Riot, a band, for an internet-mediated protest in a Moscow cathedral in 2012 on charges of 

hooliganism.335  e purchasing of media outlets in order to cleanse news of undesireable content is 

an assertion of control over the public sphere through market means. In this context, the Kremlin 
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has also launched its own web resources such as an official YouTube channel336  and pro-regime 

blogs337 to provide competitive content.

 Promoting self-censorship, and local-alternative sites through activity in these regulators is a 

third generational approach to control because it constitutes, “capabilities for competing in 

informational space with potential adversaries and competitors.” e isolation of RUNET from the 

global web is not a consequence of curtains or walls that deny Russian netizens access to the global 

internet, but a result of a competition with the wider internet, and “effective counterinformation 

campaigns that overwhelm, discredit, or demoralize opponents”.338

Implications for Liberalization
Russia is host to nuanced regulatory control of the internet, which aims to decrease the incentive to 

collective action. is is achieved through asymmetric constriction in the regulators, with a focus on 

third generation controls, that rely on the state’s strong media dependency. e government’s 

emphasis on third generational control has decreased the need for !rst generation restriction. Second 

generation restriction functions as a fallback to when more subtle forms do not succeed in altering 

mirror-holding, and window-opening.

 e legal regulator in Russia is undemocratic. As a result of legislation in this period, popular 

websites in Russia must register with the government. e independent media is subjected to a 

gamut of restrictive media policy that encourages censorship. Wide interpretations of libel, slander, 

and public peace laws apply where mass media regulations do not. is creates an inhospitable 

atmosphere for freedom of speech on the internet, and internet-mediated assembly. e legal 

justi!cation for websites placed on the 2012 blacklist is unclear, and sites are “often arbitrarily 

blocked” as there is no procedure for determining objectionable content.339

 e ability for the Russian security services to monitor internet traffic, along with DDoS 

attacks during politically sensitive events, as well as the implementation of the 2012 blacklist render 

the architectural regulator potentially undemocratic. Although the potential control in this regulator 
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is high, it is infrequently exercised, and as such not actively denying access to liberties. When there 

has been activity, transparency has been low. e DDoS attacks on Estonia and Georgia, were not 

official state-sponsored activities, although they are attributed as such. Overall, the lack of 

transparency in architectural regulation is troublesome, but the amount of actual exercised control 

has thus far been low. erefore, the Russian architectural regulator is democratic.

 e market regulator is functionally democratic. ISPs are allowed to construct their own 

infrastructure and connect with the wider web, if licensed and compliant with SORM. ere is also 

no state-run telecommunications monopoly. In$uence of socially normative regulators, exempli!ed 

by mass media self-censorship, causes undemocratic pressure in the market. While the market is 

inherently democratic, it has the potential to operate in a non-democratic fashion through other 

regulators and restrict access to civil liberties, and is therefore undemocratic.

 Social mobilization against the government is deterred through the use of third generation 

controls. ird generation controls aim to decrease the desire for collective action in Russia, rather 

than alter the perceived risk of mobilization through physical and judicial threats. Second generation 

controls are employed through the law regulator when this deterrent fails, or when social movements 

overstep their bounds. is atmosphere allows for social movements to form, which use the internet 

to serve their long-term goals, a precondition for this typology.340  Examples are seen in blogger 

Navalny’s multiple campaigns to raise accountability and reduce corruption. Navalny has used the 

internet to highlight corporate corruption in the Russian oil industry,341  report potholes and track 

government requests,342  as well as coordinate protests.343  Action of this sort is not episodic or 

spontaneous, and follows a longer (anti-corruption) narrative that mobs do not possess. ird 

generation deterrents to these social movements in Russia are composed of pro-regime web content 

and CSOs – such as Nashi, that utilize the internet to pro-regime means. Nashi employs “a network 

of internet trolls, [seeking] to buy $attering coverage of Vladimir Putin and hatches plans to discredit 

opposition activists”.344  When ‘!ghting !re with !re’ does not succeed, the authorities utilize 
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coercive disincentives to expressions of political opposition. ese are employed during protests and 

demonstrations where bloggers and protesters are arrested, such as the 2007 March of Dissent, and 

the 2011 and 2012 elections,.345

 Russia’s emphasis on third generation controls is an affirmation of the degree of media 

dependency on the internet. e efficacy of media dependency depends on its ability to form 

attitudes, and set the agenda as people consult the media to shape these effects before any other 

resource.Forced-registration of internet mass media sites and their subsequent self-censorship are an 

attempt to control cognitive dimensions of media dependence. Behavioral effects, such as the 

“promotion of morale” and “we feeling” are seen in the focus on positive news in state-sponsored 

internet media outlets.  e “50% of the news that must be positive” should focus on government 

success stories or, if possible, the weather.346  347  e government seeks to control activation (a 

behavioral effect) by limiting online and broadcast coverage of opposition protests, such as those that 

occurred during the 2011 elections.348  When the government asserts itself in internet media, it seeks 

to become the public’s outlet for mirror-holding. When Russian netizens opt to – for instance, 

consult pro-government media over the LiveJournal blogs of opposition !gures, third generation 

controls are successful. If the dynamic of mirror-holding is not changed through these controls, 

second generation methods are used. Russian authorities added LiveJournal, Russia’s most popular 

blogging platform to their newfound block list in early 2013.349

 e classi!cation of regulators in the Russian case is at !rst glance ambiguous. ere is 

evidence to suggest that the Russian government has the potential, or underlying technological 

foundation, for a signi!cant degree of control, but does not exercise the full range of power it 

possesses over RUNET. Architectural and market restrictions provide the government with a 

demonstrable potential to restrict access to basic civil liberties but have been exercised sparingly, if at 

all. For instance, all internet traffic in RUNET is monitored to some degree using SORM, but to 

unknown ends. Despite this untapped potential, the nature of internet control has held the 

effectiveness of internet-mediated collective action back. is has been achieved through competition 
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with opposing social movements. For instance, the Nashi pro-regime social movement co-opts 

opposition movements by protesting similar themes such as corruption.350 ird generation controls 

have also exploited internet media dependency by targeting mechanisms of mirror-holding and 

window-opening. is is evident in increasing government claims to popular internet media, as well 

as an agenda of “positive” news. e Russian government seeks to control the public sphere by way 

of competition, and it has succeeded thus far due to greater resources and greater coercive capacity. It 

relies on the latter only when absolutely necessary, such as during times of protest.
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Syria

Background
e internet was slow to develop in Syria. Once ICT usage began to grow, it was at the behest of the 

Baath party. Before Bashar al-Assad’s presidency in 2000, he chaired an “information technology 

oversight committee” in 1997 tasked with determining whether offering Syria’s citizens access to the 

internet was desirable.351 To put Syria’s early internet debate in context, during this time public usage 

of mobile phones was prohibited and open information, tightly controlled.352  Bashar al-Assad’s 

technology committee decided to allow the internet into the country later in 1997, but deployment 

of the required infrastructure was only allowed on a limited basis, prioritizing government offices 

!rst.353  Internet usage was 0.03% in 1997, and continued to be con!ned to the elite. e internet 

continued to experienced meager growth in the following years, reaching 0.35% in 2001.354  is 

amounted to around 17,000 subscribers.355 e death of Hafez al-Assad in 2000 and the rise of his 

son to the presidency signaled the beginning of considerable internet usage growth through 

modernization efforts.356  Internet penetration increased to 5.35% in 2005 during this period. e 

historical basis for Syria’s generational ICT control are market-based and legal. Growth of the 

internet and its underlying infrastructure was performed at the hands of the state-run telecom 

monopoly, Syrian Telecom (STE), itself a division of the Ministry of Telecommunications and 
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Technology.357  e Ministry also ran the few early internet cafes in the country.358  Speech is 

restricted, regardless of medium, through emergency legislation in place since 1962. Controls over 

publications is further extended by the 2001 Press Law. Application of these laws to internet content 

is seen as early as 2001, where a woman was jailed for forwarding a political cartoon, critical of the 

regime. Early evidence for !rst generation architectural controls is also seen this year, with the 

blocking of pornography and politically objectionable content.359  In 2003, an internet-user was 

jailed for publishing photos of a protest in Damascus. e following year, a man was arrested for 

forwarding content from an opposition website to four other, which were also detained.360  e end 

of the !rst period of the internet saw the establishment of independent internet cafes, and the 

beginning of signi!cant internet usage growth.361

Findings on the Syrian Internet
ICT control in Syria is manifested through aggressive constriction of law, market and architectural 

regulators. e interactivity between these three regulators inspires heavy socially normative controls 

in the form of self-censorship. Constriction is largely !rst and second-generation in nature, but with 

the advent of the Syrian Civil War, light third-generational activity is evidenced.

 ere is no body of legislation that focuses on the internet as a separate medium of 

information. Second-generation controls on the internet are imposed through the 1962 emergency 

law, as well as the Press Law of 2001. ese two laws allow for a broad interpretation of media, and 

the content that is allowed. Internet content can be illegal through these laws if it endangers national 

security, promotes extremism, causes social unrest, or is immoral. In March of 2008, the authorities 

instituted mandatory user tracking at internet cafes.362  Patrons are required to present identi!cation, 

as well as the name of their mother and father on a “sign-up” sheet in each cafe. Users are also 
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greeted with computer screens informing them what type of content is objectionable. A licensing 

process accompanied this legislation, and officials from the Ministry of Telecommunications inspect 

internet cafes for compliance. Owners of cafes that do not enforce registration are !ned or 

arrested.363 In 2007, authors of content on Syrian-based websites were ordered by the government to 

disclose their identity.364

 e state maintains total control over the market regulator through a telecommunications 

monopoly. is allows the Syrian government to !rst and second generation controls in the other 

regulators. STE constructs and owns all infrastructure. Several semi-private ISPs exist, but are not 

permitted to construct their own infrastructure. Wireless internet (3G) is offered through STE and 

second-tier providers, but is prohibitively expensive. e monopoly also prohibits the sale of 

unapproved mobile devices, such as those with GPS receivers.365

 Architectural control is extensive, and is second-generational. e Syrian government blocks 

scores of websites that it !nds objectionable based on morality legislation. Facebook was blocked in 

2007 due to it being a “conduit” for Israeli penetration366, but unblocked again in early 2011.367  It 

was blocked once again for the same reasons in early 2013.368  e website of the Arabic Network for 

Human Rights Information was blocked in 2008.369  e entire Israeli TLD (.il) has been blocked 

since before 2005.370  Security services have pressured internet cafe owners to install monitoring 

software on instances when individual users have been targeted. Circumvention tools, such as proxy 

and VPN software are also often blocked.371  e government utilizes, underCache, a Canadian-

made !ltering software to block websites. underCache has deep packet inspection capabilities, as 
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well as dynamic !ltering.372  In 2011, a US company was rumored to have sold Syria similar 

monitoring software.373

 Socially normative regulation is accomplished through self-censorship. Publishers of internet 

content such as bloggers and journalists are threatened with punishment. Arrests of bloggers are 

numerous and well-publicized. In 2006, a blogger was arrested for online content critical of the 

government published at an internet cafe. Tariq Biasi, another blogger, was charged with 

“undermining national sentiment” for writings authored in an internet cafe in 2007.374  Reports 

Without Borders lists 18 bloggers that have been imprisoned for their internet content from 2009 to 

2012.375

 Control meets every criteria for second generation censorship according to Deibert et al’s 

framework. e legal underpinnings of censorship – the overt basis for censorship – legislates netizen 

registration and speci!es what types of content are permitted on the internet. Wide interpretations of 

slanderous speech, as well as national security are used in the execution of these laws. e 

architectural regulator is host to controls that enable the covert application of the laws. Website 

blocking, !ltering, and the ability to implement these “just in time” are all characteristics of second 

generation technical censorship. Applications of this during sensitive times can be evidenced by 

Syria’s blocking of ICTs during protests in 2011 and 2012.376
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Implications for Liberalization
In the case of Syria, I argue that control of the ICT-mediated public sphere in this period has been 

achieved through !rst and second generation restrictions in all four regulators. Market and legal 

regulation of the internet preempted the regime’s ability to assert control in the two other regulators.

 Syria’s legal justi!cation for ICT control is unusually overarching, and based in pre-internet 

emergency laws. With the exception of internet cafe user registration, there are no laws that 

speci!cally apply to the internet. Due to the application of laws that prohibit any sort of critical 

speech, without regard to medium, the legal regulator is undemocratic. 

 Monitoring internet users at internet cafes, as well as through a centralized infrastructure 

forms the basis of the state’s architectural and market control. Control in both these regulators is 

relegated to the Ministry for Telecommunications, producing an undemocratic market and 

architectural regulator. Regular imprisonment of internet-based activists, and widespread blocking 

has resulted in self-censorship. is causes the socially normative regulator to be undemocratic as 

well. ere is ample evidence that control in each regulator is structured to remove access to freedom 

of speech and assembly.

 e internet has done little to empower mirror-holding in Syria. ere are no e-government 

initiatives – private or government-sponsored – that provide sanctioned channels for accountability 

to take place. ird-generation controls are not used to compete within this space, positioning the 

government solely as a denier of access. Syrians are, for the most part, able to exercise the window-

opening quality of the internet to compare their government with others. However, architectural 

control means that their activity can be monitored in cases where blocking does not take place. 

Clandestine publishing of YouTube videos, of protests or government actions against them, 

constitute evidence that Syrian netizens are utilizing the internet for both mirror-holding and 

window-opening.377  e perseverance of the regime in the Civil War is, however, evidence enough 

that it has not brought about any change in the state’s political situation.

 e authorities have used the internet to further the state’s coercive capacity.378 

Telecommunication blocks were used to prevent protest mobilization in the early days of the Civil 
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War. Neighborhoods prone to unrest experienced outages in both mobile service and electricity.379 

e Syrian Electronic Army, a pro-regime hacktivist group that accounts for the regime’s foray into 

third generation control, has defaced websites of popular international media outlets such as Al 

Jazeera.380  e regime attempted to fake the SSL certi!cate of Facebook381  and constructed a fake 

login page to capture user credentials in 2012.382 Facebook login credentials have also been requested 

in an interrogation of an activist.383  Furthermore, arrests of cyber dissidents are attempts at socially 

normative control through the imposition of self-censorship, and are well-documented and 

numerous.

 e impact of ICTs on mobilization in Syria is best explained through the beginning of the 

country’s civil war. Organizing and planning were undertaken using resources such as Facebook and 

Twitter, which were unblocked at the time.384  Protests in other parts of the MENA were echoed with 

similar demands for change in Syria. e wide-range of issues that were adopted by protestors is 

indicative of a mob organization, which is precisely the form protests took in early 2011. Protests 

assumed mob form due to social media become ‘the path of least resistance’ in the context of risks to 

mobilization. e lack of a centralized social movement prior to the digitally-mediated action of 

2011 further in$uenced mobilization to take on mob-like characteristics. Demonstrations against the 

government devolved into a civil war rife with competing factions not long after initial 

mobilizations, lending additional credence to this classi!cation. Etling et al. posit that higher levels 

of social movements form through “the efforts of purposeful actors”, and that they “collective, 
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strategic and organized”. e traits of a social movement only become applicable to the Syrian case 

after the beginning of the Civil War, during which groups such as the Syrian National Coalition were 

formed. During the Arab Spring inspired protests, the Syrian opposition movement was effectively 

headless, and relied on “viral” elements that were perpetuated the “fad” of MENA digitally-mediated 

action.385

 I argue that the internet control environment in Syria has contributed to the society’s media 

dependency on the internet, as it exhibits all the theoretical traces outlined in mass media 

dependency theory. Lack of independent media in the broadcast and physical space has made the 

internet one of the only sources of reliable information. With the advent of the Civil War, the 

internet became the only channel through which to pass critical information to the outside world.386 

is is evident in the opposition’s use of Skype to communicate with local commanders and foreign 

actors.387  In mass-media dependency theory, these are examples of the internet serving purposes of 

ambiguity resolution, a cognitive effect, and activation– a behavioral effect. Fear, and morale and 

alienation effects, affective dimensions of the media, have also been employed by both the regime 

and the rebels. YouTube videos published by the media show atrocities on both sides, and the 

consequences of war. Additionally, the president has reached out to web audiences with videos 

characterizing the opposition as “bands of terrorists”. Counter-information employed by the regime 

is an attempt to co-opt the attitude-forming qualities of the internet.  e internet news concerning 

Syria is dominated with coverage of regime or rebel actions, and as such has an agenda-setting 

cognitive effect on its audience within the country and globally.388 

 Internet adoption in Syria has been a closely controlled process, teeming with government 

control. Control has been asserted through measures in all four regulators, and the regime has 

demonstrated second-generation controls in the arrest of bloggers.389  Technological means of ICT 

control have made protests less effective, and monitoring of dissidents easier. e internet has 

enabled the regime to remain consolidated. However, I argue that this is prone to change with the 
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con$ict in the country. As infrastructure is destroyed and compromised, internet-mediated action on 

the part of the government has either been underreported, or has not been the focus in a regime that 

is seen as clinging to control through military means. Internet has brought about great change, with 

uncertain effects on liberalization in the long-term. In the short-term, it has been used to mobilize 

protests, as well as regime reactions to it.390  Videos on YouTube have been posted in hopes of raising 

awareness of the con$ict, and the opposition uses the medium to coordinate their military action.391 

Due to the ongoing Civil War, the results of all internet-inspired action are as of yet unknown.
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Cross-Case Analysis
In this section, I discuss each regulator in the context of the states studied and explore the 

relationship of regulation to generations of internet control. e !ndings of the case studies are 

summarized in the following table. A marked cell denotes the respective regulator is undemocratic. 

When a regulator is undemocratic, the internet control exercised through it limits access to civil and 

political liberties. All the states studied in this thesis are authoritarian to varying extents. It is no 

surprise that the preceding table consists largely of undemocratic regulators:

RegulatorsRegulatorsRegulatorsRegulators

Case State Law Market Architecture Social Norms

Belarus    

China    

Egypt  

Iran    

Russia  

Syria    

e question is not whether internet control consolidates authoritarianism, but how much it 

consolidates, and to what degree. e interrelationship between control variation, analyzed through 

the framework for regulation, and the generations of internet control address this question. e 

following table shows which generations of internet control392 were present in each case state:

Table 2: Regulator summary
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Generations of Internet ControlGenerations of Internet ControlGenerations of Internet Control

Case State First Second Third

Belarus  

China   

Egypt  

Iran   

Russia  

Syria  

Law-based internet control 
e time from 2005 to 2012 represents the maturing of legal control of the internet in the 

authoritarian states studied. e evolution of laws is expressed in the subordination of the internet to 

pre-existing controls on the media in states that do not exercise third generation controls. For 

instance, the government of Alexander Lukashenko in Belarus has mandated registration of websites 

and bloggers. It is also integrated the internet into long-standing draconian regulations of the press 

through a legal revision in 2008 and a presidential decree in 2010.393  In Syria, the government has 

not created any new legislation speci!cally tailored to the internet, opting to expand the scope of 

exist press laws to cover the internet. e results have been similar to the case of Belarus, where 

registration of bloggers as journalists has been mandated.394 Egypt has adapted legal internet control 

under the legal basis of preventing social unrest. is has resulted in laws criminalizing speech that is 

deemed to cause such unrest, as well as requiring internet cafes to keep track of their users. 

 e creation of a large body of internet-speci!c legislation, as well as cyber enforcement 

teams or bodies represents a higher level of complexity in legal control of the internet. Such is the 

situation in China, Russia, and Iran – all three of which utilize third generation controls extensively. 

Table 3: Generational classifications
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In China, the completion of the Great Firewall was met with laws that governed what information 

internet users could seek, as well as what internet content companies were responsible for policing on 

their own infrastructure.395 Chinese laws are used to increase the efficacy of third generation controls 

by requiring media outlets to prioritize government-sanctioned news over original content.396  Iran 

requires the registration of bloggers as journalists to subject them to pre-internet press laws,397  but 

the regime has also created a plethora of enforcement and legislative bodies devoted to the internet. 

Cyber police forces were created in 2007,398  as well as 2009,399    immediately following the Green 

Revolution. e authorities created the Supreme Council of the Virtual Space to advice on future 

internet legislation.400  Russia has created an internet advisory board through the merging of two 

telecommunications agencies in 2007.401  is legislative body has contributed to expanded legal 

controls that have taken the form of an internet black list to block content the regime deems 

offensive.402  As in China, the Russian regime has strongly ‘encouraged’ media outlets to publish 

“positive” (government-sanctioned) news over other content.403

Market-based control of the internet
As with legal regulations, market regulations of the internet can similarly be divided into crude and 

complex manifestations of control. Case states that utilize only !rst and second generation controls 

exercise market-based control through the use of telecommunications monopolies. is is evident in 

Belarus404  and Syria,405  both of which tightly control the resale of internet infrastructure. Iran also 
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has a telecommunications monopoly despite the presence of third generation controls.406  is 

inconsistency might be explained by Iran’s sortie into third generation control still being in its early 

stages. For instance, the regime has not yet released its internal email service, that would provide an 

alternative to services such as Gmail.407

 China and Russia have developed third generation controls on the internet, and do not have 

telecommunications monopolies. In these two cases, market control is exercised indirectly. e 

Chinese and Russian regimes issue internet control directives to independent internet-based 

companies. In China, companies are required to adhere to a centralized block list.  e government 

also promotes the use of local Chinese internet companies over global versions.408  Internet service 

provides are required to install the SORM II monitoring hardware in Russia, 409  and media 

companies are told to publish regime-approved news. 410  For third generation controls to be 

effective, market control should encourage users to connect to the internet to use government-

sponsored cyber resources.

Architectural control of the internet
Control of the internet through !ltering and blocking content is representative of the presence of 

!rst and second generation controls. In Belarus, the government blocks objectionable political 

content, such as independent online news-media, as well as blogs. Architectural blocks are often 

enforced during times of political sensitivity, such as elections.411  Syria has used website blocks to 

!lter entire websites, such as Facebook, as well entire domains in the case of the Israeli TLD.412  Iran 

possesses a comprehensive block list that includes Western news-media, as well as human rights 

websites.413 Russia implemented an internet blacklist in 2012.414 Architectural control of the internet 
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is common across all the case states, and as such the link between this regulator and particular 

generations of control is relatively weak compared to other regulators. In states where third 

generation controls are utilized, the architectural regulator can act as a fail-safe for times when 

government-sponsored internet content does not work. is is evident in China’s blocking of the 

keyword ‘Namibia’,415  and searches concerning the Jasmine Revolution (Arab Spring).416  ese 

occurrences are in addition to China’s extraordinarily wide-ranging and adaptive blocking of huge 

swaths of the internet.

Socially normative controls of the internet
Self-censorship is the primary manifestation of a socially normative regulator under !rst and second 

generation controls. Examples of the former include, persistent blocking of social media websites 

such as Facebook in Syria, which discourage users from attempting to access the website.417 

Belarus,418  China,419  and Iran420 also depend on wide nets of website blocks to prevent users from 

accessing content. e 2011 Circumvention Tool Report by the Berkman Center for Internet and 

Society found that regime-imposed blocks on a website are an effective tool for self-censorship even 

in the context of circumvention software availability. is is due to the unreliability of tools that can 

bypass these blocks.421  

 Second generation controls, such as laws that prohibit users from accessing certain content, 

depend on the creation of self-censorship through brutal and well-publicized enforcement. In Syria, 

internet cafe users are presented with a list of forbidden topics when they !rst connect to the 

internet.422  Russia has attempted to sti$e the uproar that followed the imprisonment of Pussy Riot 
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members, by prohibiting423 the viewing of their YouTube videos.424  e Mubarak regime in Egypt 

used the imprisonment of bloggers425  under press laws426  throughout the second period of the 

internet as a measure to dissuade others from criticizing the regime online. e Iranian regime is no 

stranger to these methods as well, imprisoning bloggers, and journalists for creating social unrest.427

 e strength and viability of third generation controls is largely based in the social normative 

constrictions it offers. While !rst and second generation controls rely on fear and making 

information access difficult, third generation controls shape the way internet users behave. Online 

discourse is steered through state-sponsored channels, and the need to deny information access 

decreases. In China, the government funds the “Fifty Cent Party”, in which users are paid to post 

pro-regime comments in discussion forums. 428  When this is done on a large enough scale the 

amount of independent information that users are exposed to is limited,429  and they begin to act as 

citizens within the bounds of a state-supported internet. In Russia, the government has purchased 

several large internet media companies that are now asked to prioritize regime suggested pieces in 

their news coverage.430 e Kremlin has also created their own YouTube channel, and sponsored pro-

government bloggers.431  In Iran, a similar trend is appearing with the development of third 

generation controls such as a Iranian Gmail alternative,432  and  Mehr,433  a YouTube substitute which 

is already online.
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Conclusion: Generalizing Internet Control
e period of 2005 to 2012 represents the resilience of the authoritarian regimes studied in this 

thesis to the challenges presented by immense growth in internet use. How well these six states have 

adapted to this can be described in the context of the tripartite generational typology. If internet 

penetration continues to increase, !rst and second generation controls will not suffice to control 

larger populations of internet users. Denying access to information will become increasingly more 

difficult, and more expensive than it is worth. ird generation controls indicate an 

acknowledgement of the internet’s growth, and a harnessing of its strengths for authoritarian gains. 

In the case of China, it was noted that there are divergent window-opening and mirror-holding 

effects. China’s diverse internet control scheme is effective at sti$ing the population’s ability to 

window-opening in that access to information outside of China is restricted. However, the same 

increase in internet use has seemingly increased the government’s accountability to its citizenry, as 

they evaluate their government based on the information available to them (mirror-holding). While 

an increased potential to mirror-hold seems indicative of liberalization, it is actually a manifestation 

of evolved third generation control. When citizens use government sponsored channels to hold their 

regime responsible, they are in fact legitimizing the authoritarian systems that rule them. is 

‘democracy in disguise’ lends to the effectiveness of Chinese internet control and the potency of third 

generation controls. e basis for highly evolved internet control schemes is that they can alter the 

results of the evaluations that result from window-opening and mirror-holding, whereas rudimentary 

controls rely on preventing these evaluations from ever taking place.

 Egypt is the only case in this thesis that does not possess a powerful scheme of internet 

control. First and second generation controls on the internet in Egypt were exercised, but without 

the consistency and diversity as was seen in the comparable cases of Belarus and Syria. Egypt did not 

possess architectural controls beyond shutting off the internet brie$y in 2011.434  Although Russia 

possesses a similar incongruent approach to control in terms of diversity, it has been shown that it 

has the potential to do so, with its total monitoring of internet traffic.435 Additionally, it implements 

third generation controls that are lacking in Egypt. Without diversity in control, there is potential for 

digitally-mediated collective action to take root and succeed. When faced with the Arab Spring 
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protests, the Egyptian regime was unable to assert control of the internet beyond the one ‘all or 

nothing’ attempt in 2011. e Egyptian government was not able to deny, nor change the 

evaluations that its citizenry could perform using the internet, and the result was mob-like collective 

organization.436  Unlike media dependency, and mirror-holding/window-opening, episodes of 

digitally-mediated action do not have a direct generational link. When   Facebook-inspired mobs 

take to the streets, it is a consequence of ineffective internet control. Manifestations of internet-based 

collective action are especially dangerous for authoritarian regimes because when they appear, they 

assume mob form. is is because there is no independent public sphere that is using the internet to 

form organizations that rely on strong-tie relationships, such as social movements and CSOs. e 

Iranian Green Revolution of 2009 is an example from this thesis. It is no surprise that the Iranian 

regime implemented scores of additional internet controls after 2009, including forming a legislative 

body devoted to its control, and cyber police units.437

 In e Democratic Effects of the Internet, 1994 – 2003, Jacob Groshek argues that increasing 

media dependency effects are seen with increasing democratization. e more democratic a state is, 

the more formidable a force for liberalization the internet can be.438  Based on the evidence in the six 

cases of this thesis, this is no longer true. Groshek’s argument holds true in states where the regime 

utilizes only !rst and second generation controls, which were the only generations that existed in the 

time period of his study. Naturally, if a state such as Belarus and Syria are successful in !ltering and 

blocking the content on the internet that is political objectionable, the effects that content could 

have on the populations of these states is reduced. e essence of third generation internet control – 

that it relies on increased internet penetration – is fundamentally incompatible with Groshek’s 

notion. In Russia there is no market regulation that aims to deny users access to the internet. In 

China and Iran, the situation is the same. e cognitive, behavioral, and affective consequences that 

internet-based information can have on the public is not avoided by states that exercise third 

generation controls. rough the provisioning of alternative sources of information, these 

authoritarian regimes aim to !rstly increase media dependency through promotion of internet use, 

and secondly, to control the effects the internet can have on their populations.

 Despite the effectiveness of third generation controls, they are still immature and 

underdeveloped. e mainstay of internet control in the six case states of this thesis have been !rst 
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and second generation controls. ese generations are tried and tested since the !rst period of the 

internet. Total !rst and second generation control of all the regulators in the cases of Belarus and 

Syria are a testament to the continued stability of these regimes. Additionally, their utilization  

during politically sensitive times in Russia, Iran, and China position these controls as a fail-safe for 

when third generation controls do not suffice. It is unlikely that this will ever change in the Russian, 

Chinese, and Iranian case. If it does, it may be disguised in their infrequent employ. Conversely, in 

states that have comprehensive schemes of !rst and second generation controls, Belarus and Syria in 

this thesis, omitting the use of third generation controls is unsustainable if regime consolidation is to 

remain high. Denial of access to information, as the body of information and seekers of it continue 

to grow is simply not possible.

 If internet-mediated political liberalization is to be viable, it needs to evolve along with the 

controls that have been thus far, effectively suppressing it. In Small Change, Malcolm Gladwell 

highlights the weakness of democracy via the internet, as a medium that is inherently unable to 

generate the strong-ties necessary for political change. e internet is predictably low-reward, as 

political involvement through it is of lower risk than it is offline.439  For digitally-mediated action to 

succeed, it needs to be expressed in the physical space in a higher form than what a regime’s control 

of the public sphere traditionally indicates. Instead of being a re$ection of the public sphere, the 

internet needs to function as the ideal public sphere to overcome overwhelming !rst and second 

generation controls, as well as increasingly complex third generation controls. 

 To return to the research question, how states control the internet is related to the results they 

seek from constriction of the technology. A state can expand its control over information on the 

internet with second generation controls by creating a legal and economic foundation for its 

regulation. First and second generation controls are purely reactive or defensive, and indicative of a 

state that is at odds with the openness of information on the internet. Such controls are expressed 

through denial of information, and exempli!ed by the cases of Belarus and Syria. e regime of 

Alexander Lukashenko in Belarus has consistently blocked access to opposition websites during 
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elections.440 Syrian authorities441 have denied access to popular media sites such as Facebook,442 and 

required bloggers and internet cafe users to register with the government.443  

 Advanced, third generation internet restriction strategies indicate an evolution, and require 

prior or tandem use of !rst or second generation controls. For instance, China locked down its 

internet with the aptly-named Great Firewall well before offering alternative services to blocked 

Western web resources. States that have utilized third generation controls during this period seek 

different, more subtle ends to their control. Open information on the internet is not treated as a 

threat for these states, as they aim to control how the public sphere manifests on the internet. 

Socially normative effects that third generations controls produce change the discourse of the public 

sphere on the internet, instead of preventing that discourse from occurring in the !rst place. Weibo 

arose in China as a government sanctioned alternative to Twitter.444  Iran has launched its own 

internet video service, Mehr, to steer users away from attempting to access YouTube.445 In Russia, the 

government has pressured media outlets to focus on regime approved news,446  or decrease the 

prominence of opposition content.447  Enlightened internet control schemes exploit the openness of 

the internet to prevent the very desire to seek information that endangers an authoritarian regime’s 

consolidation. In this way, third generation controls represent a thorough, and more dangerous 

understanding of the internet on behalf of governments. 
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